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Attack Initiated by Kaiser's Legions Has Been Stopped by Resistance
of Allies; Boches, After Days of Extensive Preparations
Je to Beat
Down Adversaries Defense; Military Experts Are Feeling Optimistic
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Claims German Attack Was Definitely Check- SENTIMENT IN FINLAND
ed on Whole Line Five
TURNS TOWARD ENTENTE
Hours After it Was Launched
y
Uzecho-blova-

ks

capture

AMERICAN TROOPS ARE ENGAGED
IN STRUGGLE; LATEST REPORTS
INDICATE ENEMY IS BEING HELD

im-

portant City of Kazan, 400
Miles East of Moscow and

PLANS; WAS PREPARED

May .Get Control

Teutons Strike at Allies' Lines Along a
Front;
Enemy is Able to Cross River Marne at Several Places,
But as a General Thing He Has Scored no Advances
Worthy of Note; Pershing's Men Are Fighting Valiantly
on Sectors They Have Been Holding and at Two Points
Meet With Notable Successes; Huns Use Naval Guns and
Bombard Towns and Cities Far Behind Allies' Lines;
French and Latin Troops Maintain Their Spectacular Drive
Austrians in Albania.
Agaii
65-Mi-

Railroad.

View of Experts Who Watched
Battle From Afar is That
MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LIARRD WIRE)
July 15. The situation
Teutons Soldiers Have Lost in Washington,
Russia and Siberia is daily presenting new phases. At three wideTheir Former Punch.
to the

V

V

separated points opposition
soviet government has strengthened
its position.
On the shores of the Arctic and
White sea the small entente force
which has been holding the railroad
terminus at Kola and Murmansk has
been considerably reinforced and it
Is understood
to be advancing southward along the railroad towards Vologda and Moscow.
11
there
is admiUed
officially
are some American sailors and marines in the neighborhood of Kola, but
it is not known that they are participating in this southward movoment
and it is doubted. whether in the ab
sence of special instructions they
would do so unless it were necessary
as a defensive measure.
ly

tY MORNINO JOURNAL (PICIAL LK.IO WIAI
London. July 15. The great Gorman attack was definitely held up
on the whole front east of Itheims
five hours after it was launched, according to the latest advices reaching London, and the only German
gains worth mentioning were in the
neighborhood of the Souain road and
Prunay, where they succeeded In
penetrating for about one and
miles on a narrow front
At
both these polntB tho French initiated
counter-attacks
late In the
strong
on-ha-

lf

w
morning.
On the front west of Rhelms the
Germans had rather more success, but
the only Important gain to their credit
for the morning's work was the crossing of the Marne and a sone little
more than a mile beyond on a front
of about ten miles. The Marne in
this district Is only a small river; it
Is shallow and can easily be crossed
in the early morning mists. Its loss
to the allies, however, deprives them
of a fairly favorable defense landmark.
Wholesale Bombardment.
The battle began with a wholesale
bombardment Inaugurated about midnight along the whole front from Chateau Thierry to Massalges, except for
a narrow sector around Rhelms. This
Intensified
bombardment of the
(French lines, with the usual accompaniment of trench mortars by the
thousands, also was reinforced by a
long ranse bombardment of the back
acreas on a scale greater than ever
heretofore attempted. This back area
bombardment was systematically directed along the line of Chalons,
Montmirall and
and the map shows that this lino is
Laferte-Sous-Jouarr-

located from twelve to eighteen miles
behind the French front. This is evidence that long range guns of the
most powerful and far reaching' variety must have been used in numbers
greater than ever before.
The bombardment lasted until 4:30
o'clock. Then came the German at-

tack, launched at dawn under

the

road. This has greatly relieved the
minds of officials, who realize that
this railroad could be held only by a
very large force if attacked from Finland. Cutting off communication in
that way would greatly endanger the
position of the entente forces on the
Murmansk coast when winter comes.
With Finland practically neutral,
and the local population in the Mur- (Continued on Pace Two.)
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These little Italian
arc orphans. Tliclr fa I hern are hi the army, and lliclr mothers liavo Iippii killed
by Austrian
bombarding villiigcH bplilnd the lines. The photograph shows them being taken from their
ruined homes by Italian Sisters of Mercy.
kIic-II-

Americans Pour Stream of
Bullets Into Enemy Ranks
Causing Heavy Casualties
IBV MORNINO

JOURNAL

.tCIAu vKASCO WIRtt

With the American Army on the
Marne, July 15 (by the Associated
Press). A strong American counterattack south of the river bond completely upset tho Germans, who broke
In retreat.
The American troops
drove the enemy back all tho way to
the railway skirting the Mai ne in I ho
region southwest of Jaulgonnc. This
position now is being held.
In the counter-attac- k
many prisoners were taken. They included a
major, two captains and 400 men so
far counted.
Tho French general commanding
the group of armies on this sector
sent a congratulatory message this
afternoon to tho American general
commanding the forces which beat
back the enemy.
Huns Get Shell for Shell.
At 5 o'clock this evening the Germans were heavily shelling the American forces, but were getting shell for
shell in return, and their fire seemed
to be diminishing.
The Vaux district Is comparatively
calm now. On tho American right
heavy fighting is in progress.
American machine gunners along
the river assisted materially in breaking up the early boche plans, for they
stuck to their posts and poured deadly
streams of bullets into the enemy and
only withdrew when their guns were
so hot they could not be fired.
One
group of machine gunners happened
to be in a place where the Germans
were anxious to erect a bridge, but
their efforts were fruitless. The
American bullets plied up the German
dead on the opposite side of the river
every time the enemy started to cross.
South of Jaulgonne
the enemy
crossed the Marne this morning on
six pontoon bridges hurriedly thrown
over the stream and masses of Infantry swarmed forward. The artillery

constantly had the bridges under
heaviest fire and at least two direct
hits were made, two of tho bridges

being blown up.
Advance Ilchiiid Smoke Cloud.
After sharp artillery work. German
troops advanced behind a great cloud
of smoke, which completely obscured
them for a time from view. The low
risibility also aided the enemy in his

operations.
The correspondent talked with some
American soldiers now in the hospital, who were in the thick of 'the
fighting this morning. They were In

TO

ECONOMY.

NEXT LOAN DRIVE

complete Hyiceincnt that the German
infantry wu.s no mutch for the American.
This is evidenced by the reports
from all the American hospitals, there
being only n fow cases of wounds
from, rifle und machine gun fire, while
most of tin' men are suffering from
shrapnel wounds. Some of these cases
are serious
The German prisoners captured In
the counter-attac- k
by tho Americans
at tho bend on the Mai ne number bc- -

tV MORNING JOURNAL SPCCIAL LKAACO WIRK1
ClilciiKO, July 15. The work of enrolling 1,000,000 women of Iho United

Stales pledged to sell onn-haof the
Fourth Liberty Loan of $0,000,000,000
was bcRiin toilay at it conference of
icincKcntativcs from all parts of the
under the auspices of the
country
national women's Liberty Loan committee.
"No new dresses." said Mrs. Ella
Flagg Young, who in the absence of
is. W. G. McAdoo, chairman of tho
national committee, presided ttt tho
conference.
"I haven't had a new
dress for thrco years."
"No new clothes for the children or
as few more as possible." .said Mrs.
Frank A. Vanderlip, who explalnod
that her own children arc drcHHed In
the lilne denim
French peasant's
smocks.
The women leaders of tho nation
emphasized that thrift must becomo
fashinnahlo to aid the new loan and
pledged themselves to every economy
of personal expenditure.
lf

on Page Two.)

(Cuntinued

PLANNING

INSPECTOR
ACCUSED OF BRIBERY

1RV MORNtNft,

JOURNAL RRICIAL LIARKO

WIRK

Uoanoke, Va
July 13. Oswald
IVceriola, a government inspector
to Inspect overalls being mude
for the quartermaster's department of
the army by the tiluo lildgo Overall
company of this city. Is under arrest
here on a warrant charging him with
soliciting a bribe to pass garments
not up to the government specifications.
officials of tho overall company cooperated with the deuni tinent of Justice In gathering evidence against the
Inspector.
C.mxl Crops in Italy.
Washington, July 15. A generally
favorablu national situation in Italy
with unusually good harvest prospects was reported in the state department today in dispatches from
Komo.
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The expected renewal of the German oftensivo in France has begun.
Fierce battles are in progress on both
sides of the famous cuthcdrai city of
Khelms, which since the last offence along the Marne has stood the
apex of a sharp salient into the German line.
West of Rhelms the Germans with
the' pressure of largo numbers of
troops, the unleashing of which was
preceded by a veritable hail of high
explosive und gas shells, have been'
enabled to cros tho Marne at several places. East of tho city, however,
they have been held for the Bmalleat
of gains by the tenacious resistance v
the defenders of the line. AUogethect
the, two buttle fronts aggregate about
sixty-fiv- e
miles in length. American
troop are fighting valiantly on thej
troops are fighting valiantly on 'thasl
at two points have met with notable
success.
Kneiny Is Driven Hack.
At Vaux they not alone broke down
a violent uttack by the enemy but
drove him back several hundred yards
and only returned to their former
positions when the advance of the
Germans southeast of Chateau Thierry across the Marne made the
of their trenches of strate
glc value.
Along the Marne, between tho town,
of Fossoy and tho river fiurmellnl'..
where tho Germans crossed
the
Marne, tho Americans In a strong
counter attack forced the enemy to
the right bunk of tho stream. At
oher points along he river they used
to tho greatest advantage their machine guns against enemy elements
which were crossing the river on pontoon bridges, killing or wounding
many of them.
in the counter attack near Fossy
between ono thousand fifteen hundred Germans were mado prisoner by
tho Americans. Tho captured continbrigade
gents Included a complete
staff. Tho French general in command of this sector sent a congratulatory message to the general in com
maud of the American troops.
Hiiiih I'ho Numerous Tanks, r
The Germans ,ln addition to tkrir
tremendous expenditure of explosive
and gas shells, used numerous tanks
against the lines of the defenders and
also opened with numerous naval ku
bombardments of towns and cltteS
far behind the battle line, dropping
upon them shells from 10 and lSnfeh
pieces.
The details of the strategic scheme
tho Germans have In view have not
yet been unfolded. It seems the main
objective in the first stages is the
throwing of their lines southward on
both sides of Ilhcims, enveloping that
city. The gaining of the southern
bank of the Marne and the straight
enlng out eastward of their battle Una
toward Verdun also may be In fhf
program of the German high command. Success In these movements
would be of great strategic value to
the Germans for an attempt on Parts...
While tho Germans are making;
their drive In the south the British
around Ypres are pecking away at '
the German lines with success as re-- .,
gnrds the gaining of ground and
taking of prisoners, the French Und:'
Italians in Albania are keeping up;,
their spectacular drive against the
Austrians and the French and Italians1
in the mountain region of the Italia
(I inla'ed War

ENEMY CONTINUE TO

Amsterdam, July 15. The Gorman
press continues its campaign of belittling tho American military offort,
Tho Lokal Anaelger expresses
in the statement
that more
than 1,000,000 American soldiers are
In France. However, it confesses to
great admiration for the personal
iiualltles of the American soldier.
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German-controlle-

cover of the morning mists, which are
fT MOHNINS JOURNAL SRRQIAL LIARRO WIRI1
particularly heavy in "the Marne valLondon, July 15. American and
ley. The French communications,
the
British troops have occupied
were
well
however,
maintained
of the Murman coast In norththroughout tha morning and news of whole
from
German penetrations here and there ern Russia, says a dispatch
came through promptly to the general Moscow to the Central News agency,
way of Amsterdam.
staff, enabling proper dispositions of by After
capturing Kem, a railroad
the reserves to be made rapidly and
station on the White sea coast, the
accurately.
dispatch adds, the American andGorman!) Lark Punch,
ToroThe general view of the men who British forces advanced toward
watched the progress of the battle ki, the Russian Bolshevik authorities
from afar was that the Germans have having withdrawn to Nirok.
The commanders of the entente
lost some of their punch since their
forces have Issued an appeal to
last big attempt, for nowhere did the
on the Murman coast
the
sucpopulation
the
attack
sweeping
gain
present
cess which
their previous efforts requesting help against Germany and
Finland. It is declared that the Mur
yielded them.
the entente mili- man coast is Russian territory under
By
tary experts were actually feeling op- the protection of the entente powers.
timistic, although the danser was not
yet over. But it was evident that the 01 London, July 15. At the request
ine fiusslans considerable allied
first big rush had failed to yield the forces
are now on the Murman coast,
Germans anything like the results
Which Is on tha A ret In rtfpnn in the
"t'wojT"""'1' extreme
north of Prussia. On this
coast mere are several harbors connected by rail with Petrograd. More
forces are being sent and the local
THE WEATHER
poulatlon ig
with the
troops.
FORECAST.
Meanwhile the Germans are making a desperate attmn
n ,onn
Denver, Colo., July 15. For New control
of the Murman coast. They
Mexico: Tuesday and Wednesday ocneea me naroors ror submarine bases.
casional showers; not much change
The total German force in Russia Is
in temperature.
o
German and fifteen AusArizona: Tuesday and Wednesday thirty-twtrian divisions,
mainly of
generally fair west portion; accoslon. old and Inferior composed
men. Thi force It.
al showers east portion: cooler east
spread from Petrograd to the Black
portion Tuesday.
sea.
In Finland, the Germans have more
LOCAL REPORT.
than a division, mainly In the south
and not easily within reach of the
A summary of local weather condihours ending Murman railway.
tions for the twenty-fou- r
British public opinion welcomes
at 6 p. m. yesterday follow: Maxithe news of aid to the Russians and
mum temperature. 82 degrees; miniIs
mum, 62; range, 20; at t p. m.. 76;
watching eagerly the progress of
southeast winds; trace of rain; cloudy. affairs on the Murman coast.

fCoUmjednll

"X

I IiiiiIhIi sentiment t'liunsm
Reports from reliable sources In
Sweden indicate a surprising change
of sentiment among the Finnish peo
d
pie toward their

government, making It Impossible for
that government to raise any volunteer troops to attack the entente force
on the line of the Kola-Mosco- w
rail-

HARD BATTLES

RAGING ON BOTH SIDES OLD

to the
Opposition
Present Regime Is Reported
to Be Growing Strong,
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RENEW OFFENSIVE
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petition for a writ of probable cause,
designed to keep Thomas J. Mooney
out of the penitentiary until his caso
on by Governor
could bo acted
Stephens, was denied by the supremo
court hero today. Mooney is under
sentence to hang for murder in connection with a bomb explosion here.
PRINCE UCHNOWSKY
In the decision the court said it was
WILL BE EXPELLED the settled law in California thatbe- a
Judgment could not bo set aside
cause It was predicated upon perjur-re- d
MORNIN
JOURNAL P(CtAL LtASID WIRS
testimony or that evidence was
Washington, July 5. A dispatch
from Kwilzorland today says the Prus- concealed or suppressed.
In his appeal to tho lower court
sian house of lords had decided to exthe former for a revocation of Judgment, .Mooney
pel Prince Llchnowsky,
charged that Frank C. Oxman and
German ambassador to England.
Tho prince's recently published me- other prosecution witnesses had commoirs asserted that tho war was mitted perjury at the Instigation of
cause.d by the German war party and District Attorney Charles M. Fickert.
In conformity wltn tho decision.
could havo been avoidod.. It was said
from the
Mooney will bo removed
tho kaiser had intervened in
behalf.
county Jail here to San CJuentin penitentiary to await execution.
The petition for tho writ followed
the denial of Mooney's appeal to tho
trial Judge to reverse Judgment on
the ground that it had been obetalned
1MKIS IS liOMIi.IlIKD
through fraud extrinsic to the record.
WITH LONG KAJVGE OCX
An appeal from this action of the trial
court is pending In the state supreme
London, July 15. The bom- court and will be argued there on
bailment of Paris with the Ger.
'
nan long range gun
Monday, July 22.
bognn
In the event this appeal is denied,
again this urtcrnooii, according
the case will be out of the hands of theater daily are harassing the ento mi Kxolmnse Telegraph ills- patch from the French capitol. 4 the atate courts and Mooney's fate will emy with patrol attacks of consider;,'
be In the hands of the governor of able violence and bombardments.
California.
In the few Instances where tho Aiva- -

SHIPS

(RICIAL LIAMO WIRI1

Washington, July 15. Tho United
States, turning to Its associates In the
orient for aid in meeting the shipping
crisis, has let new contracts for ships
to Japan which will make a total of
more than $100,000,000 to be spent
for tonnage in tho island kingdom and
In China.
Announcement was made today of
the awarding of contracts for thirty
vessels to thirteen Japanese yards. All
of the ships will be of 6,500 tons or
more and the total tonnage will be
These ships are in addition
253,000.
to 127.000 tons purchased from Japan
and 150.000 tons chartered at a total
cost of $7X,OUO,000, of which J20.000,-00- 0
has been expended.
First contracts awarded by tho United States to a Chinese yard wore
made
public
Saturday,
calling
for the building of 120,000 tons at a
cost of approximately $30,000,000.
Japan will deliver to this country
about 130,000 tons of ships by September 1, and will continue deliveries
at regular intervals as the United
States supplies steel for the vessels.
Altogether about 135,000 tons of steel
will be sent to Japan..
All camouflaging of ships built for
the shinning board will be supervised
hereafter bv the navy department.
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Washington, July lii. The army
casually list today show:
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Killed in action,
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Air of Elation
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Leonard
Cleanable

-t- he

yau

Tia Mp(nAi1

mill
in five

You wouldn t, Ol course, eat
food
anything but clean food. Yet
cannot be clean that has been in
an unsanitary refrigerator. A bad
odor in your refrigerator is always o danger signal.
A Leonard Cleanable is made
with a
porcelain lining,
smooth, pure white, everlasting,
except
just lite a piece of china,
that it is unbreakable. This porscratch, not even
knife blade. It has no cracks or
crevices in which grease or germ3
may collect It is as clean as a
easily kept
china dish and ns the
porcelain
clean. Notice how

lining of the door is mode in
one piece.
For yoor family's sake, learn

about the Leonard ClenniiMc. We want
to tell you its many Roxl dualities. JU
Ihe
and get an Interesting booklet,
Caro of Refrigerators." It contains.
to know.
DULoy good points you ousht

RAABK & MAIGKU,

North l'irst.

17

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Jewett Fire
Brick.
Storage, coal and
all kinds of wood.

Phone

lit MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
n air cf
Washington, July 15.
elation was apparent in government
circles tonight ns Associate
I'rcss
dispatches from Krmico unfolded the
story of the ali.rit stind of Anier)-ca- n
troops along tho Marne against'
the renewed (Jermaii offensive.
id no
Official advices wcrn slow
formal report on the German effort
to drive the jaws of a great f'lncer
movement a hunt Itheims on n sixty
five mile front was available at a lato
hour. Tress reports mado It clear the
by
enemy had been hurled hack
American counter attacks along tho
Marne, where they hold the left bank
of the great battle front, while tho
French army, aided near Itheims br
Kalian divisions, stood fast over the
far greater extent of the line the
defended against fierce assaults by
the enemy.
President Keenly Interested.
At the white house the president
read the account with interest thai
did not wane. At the war department
Secretary Baker, General March, chief
of staff, and other high officers at
the department received eargerly tho
brief glimpses of the battle flashed
across the country in press bulletins
from the battle front. Kvery line of
the Associated l'rcss report, which
was promptly relayed to them as the
wins brought it in, was studied with
growing delight ns it became evident
that tho enemy had met with a. decided check in the first rush of hi?
I

celain you cannot possibly
with a steel

1

251

greatest effort thus far.
The fact that credit for stopping
trians In this region lau-l- li '.si tried the heaviest parts of the assault thus
to take strategic posithuri
have far reported belongcs to men of tho
met with almost Instanl ropius:-In First American army corps udded to
estine, Turkish an.; German trunps the elation.
After leading tonight's reports,
Palestine, TurkiBh iinJ (J urn a:i tumps
Secretary Haker made the following
Jericho, but almost Iii.iih i'.i.ui!y v;or
ejected with the loss nf trore than statement to tho Associated Press:
BOO men made
"The attack made by hn Germans'
Imlinj; JiiO
planner,
is evidently the result of careful prepGermans,
British and American troop:-- now aration. It covers a wide front and Is
are in control of the entire. Miivmin mad" in force. We are at the end of
coast in northern Kimsiu, a
rding the first day of a great battle. Tho
t
to unofficial advices. It in through
ports so far are encouraging and
seem lo indicate both heavy fighting
ultiina-t"'this territory that it Is hnp.-to lend aid to T'ussi:i by r.ay of and effective resistance along the enthe Aarctic ocean. In violent fighting tire front."
Yanks Fight Like Veterans'.
vuh the bols.ievik (rovps in middle
The prompt and hard driven counforci s base
Russia, Czecho-Slovucaptured the important commercial ter attacks of the American troops,
city of Kazan, which lies on the Volga at two points sent a glow of enthusiasm through the whole war departriver, 430 miles east of Moscow.
ment when the word first came. Before the results were known, the fact
that the counter attack had been
AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS launched was cheering. It showed the
Americans were taking their first test
like veterans anil that the German atAT TRAINING GAMPS tempt
to overrun them had failed to
disorganize or demoralize their fight;

i

v

k

ing power.
CSV MOWNtNV JOURNAL MRECIAL
LEASIO WIRE)
Then came word that at Vuux not
San Antonio,, Texas, July 15. I, noonly had the enemy been stopped;
ntenant Alexander Santos of Uallimorc
died at the base hospital at Kurt Km in but his advancing Infantry hatl colHouston from injuries received when lided witft Americans who first deh fell in an airplane near Brooks luged their opponents with machine
field today. A cadet escaped
with gun fire, then leaped forward to disrupt completely the blow at this secalight Injuries.
tion that had been In careful preparation for more than thirty days.
Meanwhile meager reports from
London said tho Maine
had been
crossed by the enemy at several points
Details were awaited with some apprehension. Hour by hour the story
filtered in, but tho bulletin that told
of the hurling back of the foe In the
C'ondo sector did not come until toRenders to the skin a delkatetv
night.
pearly w bite complexion. Brings back Ihe
All Oonhls Set At Host.,
toft tmooth appearance of youth. Results
re instant anil Improvement constant.
Its messages set all doubts at rest,
as again the enemy had been outmatched by tho Americans,
lie was
driven back to the river rim and
many prisoners, trapped probably by
II
Send 10c. tor Trial Slit
the destruction of their bridges be1 FERD. T. HOPKINS A SON.New York
hind them, were taken.
Tonight Secretory Baker, General

I

Gouraud's

lieu-osier-

Christie I'.enet has been Appointed
tho

governor of South Carolina
for the unexpired term of the late
Senator Benjamin I'. Tillman. Benet
a lawyer and his only political office heretofore lias been prosecuting
attorney for Columbia, S. ('., his home
city.
by

OF HUN
OFFENSIVE FAVORS

one-piec- e

1

Oriental Cream
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DAY

ALLIES, IS CLAIM
lav MORNING JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASES WIRE)

Paris, .Inly IB. Tho first day
of tho present German offensive
clearly is favorable to the allies,
.statement issays a
sued late Monday night. The
French defensive system has been
in no way affected and is still inscmi-olTici-

tact.
"While in previous attacks," the
statement says, "the enemy,
thanks to surprise, carried important positions like the Chemln
Des Dames anil advanced several
miles, this time the battle has
entailed only fluctuation of a few
hundred yards."
The first day of the offensive
was a big defeat for the enemy,
says the I lavas correspondent on
the French front. On the entire
attacking front the enemy was
not able to break through the
allied positions. The slight advances made, he adds, may be
eonsiderctl as nothing on account
of the efforts displayed and the
losses sustained, a general imof confidence
pression
reigns
within the French lines.
French aviators were very active In harassing tho enemy and
destroyed two bridges loaded
with German troops.

March and other officials were late at
the department, studying tho maps
upon which this first great trial of
tho American army was taking shapo
as more details came.
The French official statement confirmed the unofficial reports. Jl showed that tho Germuns had been .held
fast along the whole great extent of
Ihe fighting line they had selccod. At
tho close of the first day of tho battle the enemy was no nearer his objective than when ho poured his masses forward at daylight. The outstanding fact thai for tho first lime sitleo
tho German thunderbolt was launched
against the British in March the enemy has failed lo make any appreciable advance in twelve hours of
fighting although it always has been
held tliat no major offensive proper
ly sheltered under artillery preparation could be stopped short.
No detailed statement of conditions
along the great battle front hu come
Jn. There is a firm conviction the
enemy s measure has been taken definitely and lie line will hold. Territory may be surrendered, but tho decisive military victory is believed to
be farther away for tho Germans tonight than any time since tho high
command scut its forces forward in
March.
The caro with which preparations
for this assault were made ia brought
out by Ihe intensive bombardment of
the (positions in tho rear oftho
lines with great
hurled
German naval guns which
shells into towns more than twenty
miles back of the defending lines.
Probably much of (he thirty day period tho Germans have taken to make
ready was devoted to moving these
weapons iijto k isition and betting
them in placo for high angle fire. The
work .hail to be done by night to
avoid tho ceaseless watchfulness ot
American and French airmen.
Tho guns probably come from the
reserve slock and are handled by detachments of sailors from the fleet.
There is no warrant, officials believe,
In any suggestion that tho German
fleet has been stripped.
The stubborn resistance shows that
General Koch was fully forewarned
of the general territory in which the
attack would develop. It appears cer-ai- n
that he had his reserves close up
and outgeneraled the enemy In th
vital factor.
President Wilson spent nearly an
hour with Secretary Baker late In the
day, Lntcr Mr. Baker said he had
only tho press reports of the fighting by which to judge.
Officials were Inclined to believe
the present German effort Is lntend-d- o
only ns a forerunner for a Inter
assault to tho north toward the channel ports. If It. proves successful In
defenddividing tho Franco-Italia- n
ers of Bhelms by later direct assault
or by pressing back the plncer movement, it is .argued that the Franco-Britis- h
reserves back of Amiens might
be darwn Into the defense of Paris,
weakening tho line In the Albert region which Is regarded as the certain
pimo objective of the whole German
plan of campaign.
The German official statement tonight added to the impression that a
striking defensive victory had been
won on the first day of the battle.
Is meager claim that ."parts of the
French positions" had been penera-te- d
was in vivid contrast with the extent of the effort made. It was. read
as an admission of the Initial failure,
th extent of. which la not to be revealed to tlie Cetman people,
,
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Was the Lucky Number drawn Monday which
entitles the holder to a $5.00 Laundry Coupon

Book.
No. 10516, the number drawn week before last was held by Mrs. F. E. Sturges, 423
North Second atreet, and No. 26169, the one
drawn last week was brought in by Mr. C. A.
Buehl, 414 South Third street.
Save all numbers for the Liberty Bond

Drawing.

The Imperial Laundry Co
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,
Privates Anuclieto IVuoimi,
Italy; Charles HurHi, Lsling;
Waah.; Henry K. Burtuir.
N. C.j Charles p. l'oti":K
.
R r!:md,l
Y.; Louis A.
Mich.; Arthur J. Gen Iron, Cla: vilic

Pershing's Men
Stopped Heaviest Parts of
Assault Adds to Enthusiasm;
FIRST
Reports Arc Encouraging,

Fact

refrigerator.

15--

ly, 28; miss u'V, sV to:al. m'.
Corporal Lawrence W. Gibbey,
x. M., was seventy
Killc;! in AcC.ui.

in

REPORTS FROM ABROAD
SCANNED WITH DELIGHT

Tt' the onlv truly
Rti
cleanable

J

Apparent

V;

and other causes,

HERE

3,000

II;

7; died of disease,

Government Circles at
Washington Over Way Americans Battle the Eenemy.

food

a

is

died of wounds,
died of .undent
1; wound .A severe-

OBTAINS

N. Y.; Anthony lCops w'. ::. !. :r 'it;
Charles J. Leach, liruoUyu. N. Y.;
Victor J. Lorcnzon, L.ist Guenvvich'
It. I.; William ?:. Alayu. 'riv.i.inv, N.
Y.; John Popetka, Che.'uo; llarrv
St. Clair, Roanoke, Va.: lianv
St. Francis, Kan-.- ;
William
Wilson, Havre, Mont.
Died, of v
!'.
Corporal William Fuller, Middlevil-lagN. Y.; Privates Itobert L.
Sacramento, Calif.; F.dgar O.
Jarman, Ashland, Neb.; Joseph Pick-ooLublin, Russia; Ileiinie M. .Sloan,
Georgetown, Intl.; Morris II. Thomas,
C.
Edgar Springs, Va.; Ktuliin

e,

Hag-wil- l,

IBY

MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL

LKAEED

WIRE

Washington, July l.r. The most
important forgery case growing out of
Ihe war came to light today through
the announcement of V. T. Morgan,
chief of tho secret service, that James
fienjamin Vaughn, a youth under arrest at Seattle has confessed to stealing 100 blank
government checks
from the quartermaster's
office at
Camp I'pton, N. Y., and passing twenty-eight
for amounts aggregating
more than $3,000. Tho checks wero
cashed by merchants and hotels in

,

We have a carload of Buick Sixes on
the road due to arrive here about the 25th
of July. This is the first shipment of
Buick Cars we have had in four months,
and will be the last shipment we will have
before the advance in price. This carload
v

contains three
Passenger Touring
Cars and one
Passenger Touring
Car. The present price on the
Passenger Touring Cars is $1,425.00 f.o.b.
Albuquerque, and $1,675.00 on the
Passenger Touring Cars.
E-45-

E-49-

E-45-

Xew York, Chicago, San Francisco
and Seattle.
They bore the forged
signature of Major Willis H. Hayes,
acting quartermaster at Camp Upton,
the Secret service charges.
Vaughn Is 21! years old, a native of
Spautanburg, S. C, and until May 22,
was employed as a clerk in the Camp
I'pton quartermaster's office. lie was
to have married a Chicago girl this
Ho is awaiting extradition
week.
to Now York for trial.

E-49-

of

Corporal Leo

M. Miller, llurtonville,
Thomas Morrow,
Md.; Carl K. .Nelson, Fall
Creek, Wis.; Francis Kich, Kiehford,
tf. Y.; Robert M.. Simpson, Kansas;
City, Mo,; Grover K. Spruit, Kelmont,
rCnnHnjie
N. C; Joe Williams,
Calaula, G:i.
mansk
country coining to the aid of
Iiel of Aoeuleiit ami oilu r 'aiiscs. tho entente
forces, it i believed the
Private Edwin F. Itavmond, Buffaare
now
allies
reasonably sure of beN.
lo,
V.
of
ing able to maintain a channel
communication with central Russia
and Sibcra against any German atAMERICANS POUR
tack.
STREAM OF BULLETS
The protest of tho limine government
the entente operations
INTO ENEMY RANKS in the against
north is Relieved to have been
a mere formality, made, possibly, to
ne- satisfy the Germans who are endeavlTsn
oring to control the Bolsheviki governtwecn 1,000 and l.DOfl.
ment.
Kolslicvlkl Not, Recognized.
iney include a complete brigade
stnrr.
Officials say that it will not bo en
Frem-l- i
Strike Hard Rlow,
tertained because tho entente does not
The fighting continues with fierce recognize the Bolsheviki, as the real
intensity in this district, while the government of Russia and persists In
battle rages with equal ferocity on regarding that nation as still in tho
the right, whore the French are re- war on the side of the entente, regard
ported to have delivered a smashing less of tho peace treaty of llrcst-L- i
blow against tho enemy. From this lovsk.
section of the battle front It appears
The reported capture of Ihe importhat the German offensive, at lea.st tant city of Kazan, about 4.r, 0 miles
for the time being, has been badly cast of Moscow, by the Czeeho-Kl- o
shattered.
vaks, following preceding reports ol
The Americans now command the Bolshevik victories
in that quarter,
river front at the bend. At the left, is regarded as of great Importance aS
of the bend the famous German Tenth indicating tho speetld' extension of
division has made repeated attempts tho Czccho-Slova- k
control of the
all day to cross, hut nil assaults have whole
n
railroad (system
been smashed by the splendidly di- east of the Ural mountains. This
con.
rected fire of the American gunners, trol would placo tho cities of Moscow
and not a single Gorman had succeedand Petrograd almost, completely at
ed In getting ovor at this point up to
tho mercy of the holders of tho Sibe9 o'clock
tonight.
rian railroad for their food supplies.
Crawl m AI! Fours.
Tho
intention of the BoAlong one extended sector of the lsheviki reported
to quit Moscow
government
Maine front, tho Americans wero In In favor
of the insignificant town of
the open ground. The Germans wero Murom
is regit rded by officials as a
on hills on tho opposite bank, showersign of the further weakening
ing high explosives and gas shells strong
of the Soviets.
upon them. Rut the boys from the
United States went forward with gas
masks, crawling at times on all fours. ENEMY DRIVE HALTED
When they came close enough to
eomo to grips they drove tho enemy
0NRHEIMS FRONT
back quickly.
In a measure they repeated to'day
(Continued from
One.)
the heroic deeds of those who defended the road to Paris in tho second bat- which might have been expected. One
reason probably is that the attack
tle of the Marne.
this time had no element of surprise,
Fail to Reach Objectives.
Southwest of Jaulgonne this mornt-In- for General Foch knew of the Gerthe Germans crossed the river man intention days in advance and
with a rush and started to fi;ht l)ielr the French made their plans for it
Tho Americans and last week.
way south.
Even in the main rcaion where tho
French held up this advance so that
two hours after tho time set by the Germans made their most important
enemy for reaching his objectives nine gain they have not reached the high
miles away he was still far away.
ground south of the Marne, which Is
While
fiKbting in the open con strategically very important.
counter-attack
In their previous attacks tho Gertinued, the American
was organized.
Light artillery was mans used ono division to each mile
hurried into position. It concentrated of front, hence it is estimated that
a heavy fire at short ranio and when they are using at least sixty divisions
this fire had ceased tho American in in the present operations, which
700,000 and
fantry dashed from cover and met tho would mean between
Machine gunners f)i00, 000 men.
oncoming bodies.
moved forward and lyins on the
ground poured a stream of bullets Into
the" eneniv. The fierceness nf the fire
brought the Germans un short.
They would not face tho steel, and,
hesitatingly at first, finally broke and
fell back. Within three hours the
Americans had driven them two and
a half miles to tho Marne.
Tried to SIr-- Hospitals.
The Germans apparently deliberately attempted to shell several of the
American hospitals near the Murn
front today. A number of shells fell
intermittently a short distance from
them. They did no damage, beyond
disturbing the patients.
Five German
airplanes, modelled
after the machines the American aviators are using and carrying American
a
insignia on the wings, attacked one
of the American
sausages south of
Chateau Thierry this evening ana"
managed to get so close under the in- that thev were able to fire
the balloon
cendiarv bullets into
which burst into flames. The occupants of tho sausage, however, made
their escape by means of parachutes.
Seventeen American pursuit planes
Immediately left the ground and when
last seen nil wero fighting well Inside
'
the enemy lines.
American staff of fleers expect the
position will bo even more' Improved
".
by morning.
Wis.;-Private-
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Guarantee Dodson's Liver Tone

Your druggist gives back your money if it doesn't
liven your liver and bowels and straighten
you up without making you sick.

.

,

Listen To Me!

Calomel Users!

Jlin

Trans-Siberia-

-7

price.

B0LSHEVIKI ARE LOSING
GRIP ON HELM OF SHIP
OF STATE OF RUSSIA

liscae.

-5

If you anticipate buying a Buick Car
before the war is over, now is the time to
place your order and save money. First
comes gets these four cars. Call on us at
once and place your order with deposit,
and get your Buick before the advance in

Wright, Philadelphia.

liol

-5

-7

Ugh! Calomel makes you sick. It's
horrible! Take a dose of tho dangerous
drug tonight and tomorrow you may
lose a day's work.
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones.
Calomel, when it comes Into contact
with sour bile, crashes into it, breaking it up. This Is when you fel that
awful nausea and cramping. If you
aro sluggish and "all knocked out," if
your liver is torpid and bowels constipated or you have headache, isdizziness,
bad or
coated
tongue, if breath
stomach sour, just try a spoonful of
harmless Dodson's Liver Tone tonight.
Here's my guarantee Go to any
of Doddrug store and get a bottlo
son's Liver Tone for a few cents. Tako

a Bpoonful and if if doesn't straighten
you right up and make you feel fino
to
and vigorous I want you to go back
the stoio and get your money. DodBala
son's Liver Tono is destroying tho
of calomel because It Is real liver medicine; entirely vegetable, therefore it
can not salivate or mako you sick.
I guarantee that ono teaspoonful ol
Liver Tono will put your
Dodson's
sluggish liver to work and clean your
bowels of that sour bile and constipated waste which is clogging your system and making you feel miserable. I
Dodson'g
guarantee that a bottle ofentire
famLiver Tono will keep your
it to
ily feeling fine for months. Givo
doesn't
Is
your children. It harmless; taste.
gripe and they like its pleasant

THE

BAD WEATHER DELAYED
LAUNCHING OF DRIVE

...
GERMAN-MEXICA-

N

SOCIETY IS FORMED
mY

MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

nt

WIRE

Amsterdam, July 15. There has
been formed in Munich, Unvuria, under influential auspices tho German-Mexica- n
tho program of
society,
which will be to "foster cultural and
economic
Mexico,
relations with
which country always has Bhown cordial sympathies toward Germany."
It is purposed by the society to issue a periodical under the title of
Mexikanisch Rundschau and to facilitate the entry of Mexican students
into German high schools.

MORNINa JOURNAL SREClAL LEASED WIRE

Taris July 15. The German offensive was hold up several days becnuso
the
advised
meteorological experts
that bud
German high command
weather would soon end. This statement was made today by an American army officer whose rank accords
him the right to speak with authority.
The officer said tho Germuns had
sixty weather experts at tho front.

Knomy AlH'n Arrested.
Cleveland, O., July 15. Finding of
a quantity of dynamite at a largo airrecraft plant in Salein. .. tonight
Two Held to Grand Jury.
in the arrest of an Austrian
sulted
Kroeport, III., July 15. Tho Revalien.
Reports made by tho
erend David 10. Gardes, a Dunkard enemy
federal authorities say a number of
pastor nf Malvern, Whitesido county, "attempts" have been made recently
and James Logan, of Amboy, were to cripple the i.lant, where nearly 200
held to the federal grand jury today Austrians are employed.
on charges of violation of the esGurdes is accused of
pionage act.
War Savings Iteccipts
savadvising his congregation against tho
Washington, July 15. War
Ho
iiouds.
of
were 5u,l!i!i,-00Liberty
purchaso
week
last
receipts
ings
furnished hall.
tho best weekly record since tho
savings campaign started.
war
Journal Want Ad brlmf
0,

nilt.

July Clearance Sale
opening
THEeager

dis-eui-

day of our July Clearance Sale brought scores

buyers, anxious to purchase seasonable merchandise
at saving. Nor were they, disappointed. The sales total far exceeded our highest expectations a fact which is striking evidence
of the values given. Many important new items have been added
for TODAY'S selling.

An Extra Special For Today omy

'

Quickly Cnrrrt.
"I have been in the practice or
medicine for forty years," writes Dr.
I). A. Post. Barnwell, 8. 0. "I came
to this place last March, having purchased a plantation ten miles from
here, am preparing to move onto it
and shall practice there. I find diarrhoea prevalent, in fact became affected myself, saw a notice of Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy,
bought a small bottle andit Is good.
TlniTlMK-t-

t

MEN'S OVERALLS
Newport Union Made
Apron Overalls, while
they last, only' $1.50. E.

36 in. Bleached Muslin 6 yds. for $1
Quantity Limited to Each Customer.

r
Phone

3irTni
283

i

rlloiTi
313-31-

5

West Central

0
V

-

'

f

I I
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All $1.25 ami $150

Men's Tennis Shoes
and Oxfords

,

All $5.00

59c
Fitly Dozen
t

lc

and have REDUCED THE PRICES

$3.98."
Hig Lot of

Men's Handkerchiefs
15c values. Final Clash

2c

the lowest level ever known, because we need the money.

"

All $25.00 to $35.00

Big Lot of

Men'sSuits

All $4.00 to $8.00

season's styles and
patterns including Hart Schaff- ner .& Marx good suits, go at,

In all styles

1 7.48

and fabrics,

Go at

1

93c

All $2.50 to $35.00

Big Lot of

Men's Silk

Shirts

Men's Sox

Including such makes as Manhattan and Wilson Bros., go at

Go at

$3.98

6c

Pants

Values up to $3.00
Final Clash

to $15.00

All $7.50

Men's Dress

Men's Straw

All this

$

to

tio'HKlas'

All this season's newest stylos
Flnul Clash

Because we are giving genuine values and our entire stock is a mass of
bargains-v- oe
carry only standard brands of nationally known merchandise,

Canvas Gloves

to $9.00 W. I..

Dress Shoes
and Oxfords

lyuiypuoyvvuyy;

riiiul flush

15c Tallies, ko

TIIRE2

Q

up'

UP

Suit Cases and
Bags
Go

at

$1.39
UP

WWGJHT CLOTMEMG C0O
rivals from Albuquerque. They are
ALBUQUERQEANS
expecting Mr. Matson to Join them in
PREDOMINANT AT
a short time.
Mrs. It.
and son still are
JEMEZ - SPRINGS here. They Edgar
are
Mr.

i

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS
AT TIIK THEATERS

TODAY.
"IV Theater "The World for Sale"
a Taramount feature from the novel
by Sir Gilbert Parker, also a reel of
Current Events.
Crystal OiH'ra House Dark.
Lyric Theater Repeating Gladys
Leslie in "The Soap Girl," a Vitagraph
feature, also a one-recomedy,
"Romans and Rascals."
Pastime Theater Madge Kennedy
in "The Fair Pretender," a Goldwyn
feature, also a two reel Keystone
comedy, "The Sultan's Wife."

TIIK PASTIME.

AT

Madge Kennedy,
beyond the bridal
depicted In some of
plays, is a dashing
titious
hero-husban- d

having advanced
stage amusingly
her former photowidow with a ficin "The Fair Pre-

ohue, who as the name indicates, is
Irish.
This was entirely accidental and
merely happened by chance possibly helped out by tho fact that the
fields of literature and the screen
world were thoroughly scoured to find

this production and "types'' that
could adequately Interpret it. "The
World for Sale," a Paramount Picture, is to be shown at the "R" theater
today.

at Tin: ii'itic.

Barred from society and the you lb
she loves because her father puts her
features on every cake of soap which
brings Mm his millions, this little
heiress gets even with the woman
who bars her by giving similar publicity to the fact her ancestors mado
their money selling rum to Indians.
and
This is the theme,
cleverely
charmingly worked out of "The Soap
Girl," the Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
feature, which will be the attraction
at the Lyric theater today.

tender," her latest Goldwyn photo-dram- a
announced by the Pastime
theater for today and tomorrow.
The inimitable little star is Sylvia
Maynard, a typist who poses as a
Mrs. lit own whose husband has been
lost In the aviation service of his
The adored of fashionable QUESTIONNAIRES FOR
country.
society, she feels free to accept Don
WAR ORDERS RECEIVED
Meredith, who is himself rather a
fraud at the home they are both visThe Chamber of Commerce has reiting. But when Captain lirown suddenly comes to life and confronts his ceived from the district war indussupposed widow poor little Sylvia be- tries board at Dallas. Tex., a supply
lieves that everything is against her. of questionnires on which to dt scribe
Don Meredith's attentions suddenly
manufacturing plan.s and firnif
cease, of course, Captain lirown being which are in a position to fill war
only too glad to pretend the charm- orders and contracts in this part of
ing girl is the wife he never had. So the state. The local war industries
Instead of being unmasked Sylvia is board, composed of Stephen Koehl.
enmeshed In a situation far more Aldo Leopold and Russell F. Mead,
will handle the western half of Xcw
rtiious.
Here she resorts to a woman's ivay Mexico in this connection.
An attempt will be made to submit
of clearing up matters by fleeing,
hoping to lose herself to everybody the questionnaires to all persons or
interestec'. in her. By rare good luck firms interested. It is probable, how-- ,
on the same train Is another late ever, that not all of the firms will be
llamon Gozales, who located by the local committee and a
guest, Senor
has stolen documents of great value request has been issued to the effect
from his host, a man high In governthat any person knowing of a firm
mental affairs Sylvia contrives to which is in a position to fill war consee the papers he guards so carefully. tracts of any kind, shall immediately
with the committee.
Recognising their great value, she communicate
Rlank questionnaires may be obtained
gets possession of then".
to
at the Chamber of Commerce.
Eluding Gonzales, she returns
her shabby boarding house to decide
what to do, but is soon followed by
the Brazilian. Meanwhile the disap
pcarance of the two hns been noted
Jiy the members of the house s irty,
wan start in pursuit.each impelled by
a different motive. What huppfs
v.hen she Is found forms an absoi a
Ing and original climax.
--

--

.

AT TIIK "II."
A truly cosmopolitan
film, "The
World for Sale," by Sir Gilbert Parker,
an Englishman, was arranged for the
screen and directed
by J. Stuart
Blackton, a staunch American and
Battle Cry of
producer of "The
The actors include Norbert
Peace."
Wlekl, born in Poland, Crazy Thun-- "
der, an American Indian and one of
the last of his tribe, Escarmillo Fernandez, a Spaniard, and Joseph Don- -

x
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British and American fleets.
The whole German
naval power
would be thrown Into an attempt to
break through the allied cordon Into
the North soa, for he purpose of
as many allied war and merchant ships as possible before the
final crash of Germany.

stop; angry skin Is soothed; uncer
tainty Is dispelled, so little Poslam
does so much.
For free sample
Bold everywhere.
i
write to Emergency Laboratories, 243
Went, 47th St., New York City.
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MEN'S DRESS

J.STUAPT BLACKTON?
fThe World forSale"

fen

1
5oqi

Bi.iii.ii

At tho "D" Theater Totlny

SHIRTS
Extra good values
worth $1.25 Sale price
. .

95 cents.

burn Co.

ud To. qiorrovr.

rr

E. L. Wash-

TO

MO.NINU JOURNAL)

MEN'S HATS

Choice of any hat in
our case
worth
Sale
and
E. L.
price

burn
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AMERICAN

INDDSTEIFft

'

r

1
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submarines.
Admiral von Tirpltz has been quoted as saying that as soon as the German armies have pushed tho French
and British back to Paris, tho naval
offensive would begin. It Is condered
likely, therefore, that It will start
with the renewal o(
simultaneously
the drive on the western front, and
that at least will come before the end
of tho summer.
A great German defeat on the sea
would have serious consequences In
the fatherland, so the kaiser and his
admirals have undoubtedly given the
matter heir most solemn consideration
It has been freely predicted, however,
lhat If the kaiser saw the war going
against him on land, he would stake
everything on a last drive against the
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Save Your Barn
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British-America-

HEALING POWER
-

SMI
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E
OF
III INTENSITY

Poslam possesses healing energy so
highly concentrated that one ounce of
Poslam is worth a pound of ordinary
ointments les.s efficient In the treatment of Eczema or any eruptional
condition of the skin.
Talk with those who have been
healed of aggravated skin troubles,
who have used all kinds of remedies
AND THEN USED POSLAM, and they
will say this even more emphaticaUy.
Results coma quickly. Itching

t

expecting
Edgar
soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Noa Ilfeld, who are
Jemcz Springs, N. M., July 15.
here from Albuquerque for the beneThe registers of hotels here during fit of Mr. Ilfeld's
health, will remain
the past two months when the sea- another month. Other
guests here
son opened, show that central New are Colonel
and Mrs. W. S. Hopewell,
Mexico people have and are now takFrank
Harris
nnd daughter. Ward Aning advantage of the fact that bene- derson and William Trimble and son,
fits are to be derived from leaving all of
Albuquerque.
business euros and going within a
day's travel from home. As a result,
possibly because of the war but more
probably on account of the accommoUNDELIVERED MESSAGES
have
visited
dations, more people
Jemez Springs thus far this season
than evi r before.
The following messages remain unSince July 1 at least sixty persons delivered at the office
of the
from Albuquerque and other towns I'nion because of insufficient Western,
address:
have registered here and many of R. F. Wilson, Frank M.
Kimball, CI.
them still are here. Many have taken .11. Miller.
rooms here and intend to remain for
the season. Almost every day an automobile is to be seen passing through
the camping grounds of tho springs
loaded with Albuquerque fishermen
en route to the trout fishing streams
$3.00,
from ten to thirty miles above the
springs. Reports reaching this resort $3.50
$4.00.
are encouraging, some of the fisherWash$2.00.
men catching from fifty to a hundred
trout each day.
Co.
Mrs. Harry Benjamin and daughter, of Albuquerque, and Mrs, Fred
Hrenisen and daughter, of Buffalo, Tell it
through the classified
N. Y., after a month's stay here have
returned to Albuquerque.
columns of The Journal. ReMrs. O. A. Matson and her daughter and son are among tho iato ar sults are
quick and certain.
f-

PCCIAL

est sea battle of the war is Imminent.
(By Newspaper I '.iiUrprisc Ass'n.)
Another trad of land, donated to) London, July 15. The Germans aro
Hums Ships Aid II mm.
The addition of Russia's fleet is said
the city by M.
llickcy, was added believed to lie about to start their
to have increased Germany's sea powtn .),,, fin ,:v:,;ln nark veslerdav. " rcttt naval dash into the North sea,
on! naisei w iicei, wuicn nas oeen er by 25 per cent. How many Russian
Tho tract lies about two blocks north bottled
up in tho Kiel canal and tho dreadnoughts ami buttle cruisers the
of Bridge street, between the Barelas Baltic sea tor thrco years, now
Germans have seized In the Baltic and
dyke and the river bank, and consists
by the'ships taken from Itus" Black seas Is not known, but the Huns
of a fine grove of trees, well adapted
for park purposes.
It adjoins the
l'al.lo Apodaca tract on the north
-and Garcia street on the south.' This
makes the sixth donation to the city
11
.
i i
i i
l it
r
f i
v
t
i.r
for park purposes, the other donors
bciru L. M, Turtnglia, Mrs. Seeondina
Selvu, Father .1. N. Cordova, Herbert
F. Raynolds and Jose Sa la star.
Judge llickcy has expressed' himself as favorable to the park project
since its inception and Ids donation
places the park well under way in the
Han las section, where additional donations have been promised within
the new few days. A fourth of the
owners have now
total of tweniy-fiv- e
sinned up a nil (lie highest confidence
Is expressed among city officials in
the early and complete success of the
project.
HUH
Dozens of fishermen
and picnic
parties visited the park area Sunday
together wi.h many pedestrians who
This map illiiwriites liow German y could employ the Russian Baltic;
had reail of the attractiveness of Al- fleet in
I ion
with her own hi a grout naval offensive, striking out
buquerque's river bank and were out against, the Lrltisli and American fleets In the Xorlli sen through
the
giving the area a personal inspection. Kiel canal, I he Cattegiw mid Skager H
ak simultaneously.
One of these men, a resident of Albuquerque for many years, confessed sia, is known to be In readiness for are In control of all tho Russian shipthat he never bad been to the river, a supreme test with the
n
yards where a number of
and expressed himself as much
were being built last year.
fleet.
with tho possibilities of the
Naval critics point out, however,
Gorin
the
Extraordinary
activity
a
as
iirea
public recreation ground.
lhat even with the addition of the
Especially as a taxpayer, ho said, this man naval bases and the recalling of Russian ships, the German navy Is
to
is
a rare opportunity to ac- all the German naval officers
their still
project
vastly weaker, both In ships and
quire a large park with no cost of ships recently, together with an ofmen, than the combined allied fleet
purchase for tho lands and at the ficial telegram which has been spread now
tho North sea. The
same time being of benefit to the about Germany, saying the admiralty Britishbloeiyling fleet held tho
Germans
landowners by opening up their in- is considering a nnval offensive, lend in their grand
holes from the time of the
credence to the belief that the great- - battle of Jutlunrt until America enteraccessible property.
ed the war. Now It Is
by
a great American fleet which has been
estimated to include lot) warships
of all classes and from 300,000 to 400,-00- 0
men.
The Germans
have
undoubtedly
been building many battleships since
4
but with their scarcity of labor
and material they could not possibly
have built as many as have England
and America.
Most of Germany's
efforts have been devoted to building

(jAV.VW.WWff'fl.)ff.

POSLAM EXCELS

Rats Soon to
Their Holes and
Come Forth to Battle

Day by day barns, as well as houses and
other buildings, are rotting away. Scientists
say that more barns have to be repaired or
rebuilt because of rot and tlecay than because
of loss by fire.

paini-

-

your barn by giving it a sound, protective coating which resists decay and adds
years of usefulness.
will save

f

t

with
Paint your barn and
Harrisons it will keep them in good condition
and make a big improvement in the looks of
the whole place.
Talk with the Harrison dealer about the
color and how much will be needed.
'X
out-buildin- gs

I

FOR SALE BY

v

t
f:
T

:

J. KORBER & CO.

i-

"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store."
Phone 878.
220 North Second.

Pjmmmn

Bagger

Hd

,..'.',",'""'lt
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BASEBALL OR GIRLS-TA- KE
!j!
YOUR CHOICE AT CUB PARK

BROOKLYN LOSE S

PIRATES

TO

2

ON

(By Paul ruriiiuii.)
rens.m
There is more than one
for attending hall jranns at the en1)
Park in Chicago. HeNldes seeing the
National league leaders in action one
is escorted to his seat by a pretty gin
who smiles as she picks nut the scat
For Charley Weeghman. owner of tin
Cubs, did not hesitate when the irow-de- r
"work or fight ' order sent Jus
ushers on the trad of new jol:--- he
just decided that a hunch of smm.
looking girls could handle the crowd?
as well as men and hired a hum
of them for that purpura.

CIRCUIT TRIPS
Gives
Brooklyn
Pittsburgh
Short End of Score in Close
Contest and Hold Third
Place in Standings,
PICIL LIAID WII

MOBNINO JPUHHAL

PlitBhurth, July 15. Home runs
by Southworth and Higbee were thc
features of today's pittsburgh-HrooK-ly- n
same, which went 10 the locals,
to

6

Score:

5.

" hem$$&&
k"AW

1

to

"

C PL

i

!

ENTIREC0H1UNITY

Brooklyn.

AB. H. H. PO. A. E.j

Johnston, rf
Olson, ss
Daubert, lb
Z. Wheat. If
N.xon, If
Myers, cf
O'Mara, 31
Doolan, 2b
c
M. Wheat,
Mariinaril, p
Coombs, x

2

1

1

5

()

0

1

0
a
0

"
3

()

3

I)

-

1

1

0
0

1

0

"

l

4

1

:i

0

2

0

1

1

6

1

1

n
n

0
0

0
0

39

5

:(

Totals

0
0

3

....

4

1

.......
....

0

:t

c....;..3
p

Jacobs,
Danforth,

1

;)

o

4

2

0

u

4

1

(1

(1

u

(1

2

11

3

2

4

II

4

II

(t

10

()

4

0

0

1

3

ft

4

u

1

4

1

n

2

0

0

"

(1

n

Pittsburgh
Summary:

M. Wheat.

Barbare, 3b
Whlteman, If
other magnates will follow his example before the reason is over.
"The only trouble aluntt these Rirl
ushers." cine of the Cult players said,
"is that they attract uiii much attention. A guy could pull (iff un unassist-

hit

e

hits
Johnston

Southworth.
Bisbee
Carey. Sacrifice
Southworth. Base on balls-- Off
Marquard 2. Hit by pitcher By
out By
Struck
Mayer (O'Mara).
Marquard 4, by Mayer 3. Wild pitch
base

STANDING

hit-O- lson,

poned; rain.

1

1

1

Wilholt, If
Holke, lb

Hallee,

3b

4

. .

.......

3
4

c

Rariden,

3
4

p

Totals

0
0
0
0
0

1

2

1

3

0

4
0
0 11

0

0

ft

ft

3

ft

0

0

1

0
0
0

.32 2 G 27 11 0
Cincinnati.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
.".

Groh, 2b

3

L. Magee, 2b
Roush, ct . .'
Chase, lb
S. Magee, If
Griffith, rf
Blackburn, ss
Allen, e
Toney, p
Cueto, x
Jacobus, 1

4

4
4
4
4

0
0
0

0

2

2

P

1

1

4

0

0

1

0

0

1

115

1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
0

3

0
0

0

0
5

1

2

ft

0
0
0
0

3

ft

3
3

2
0
0

Totals

31

Batted for Toney

X

New York
Cincinnati

ft

0

4

0

0

0

ft

0

5 27 15
in seventh.
002 000 000
000 100 000

2

(I

0

1

2
1

hit Griffith.
Stolen base Doyle.' Sacrifice hit
Wilholt.
Sacrifice
fly Blackburne.
Rouble play Chase to Allen to Groh.
Buses on balls Off Toney 2, off Jacobus 1, off Sallee 2. Innings pitched
By Toney 7, by Jacobus 2. Struck
out By Sallee 1.
Wild pitch By

Summary:

Two-bas-

e

Tony.

RAIN INTERFERES

IBY

MOttNINd JOURNAL

PBC1AL

IN

LKAtIO WIND

KansaB City, Mo., July 15. Rain
interfered somewhat today with the
opening play in the Great Plains tennis tournament, but fourteen matches, were heldv Two visiting players
were eliminated from the championship, C. R. Steele of Kingfisher, Okla.,
being defeated by H. C. Howard of
and J. G. Uhr-lauKansas City,
of Rocky Ford, Colo., defeating
Wallace Kunz of Lawrence, Kans.,

it.

.55
.44

,

b,

of Des Moines,
Iowa, won from Morris Moore, of
Kansas City,
One of the besl
contests between local players was
the three-smatche between Hubert
Allen and John Fowles, won by the
former,
Ds O. M. Bonebrake,
1.

et

8-- 6,

.4

Boston

.

St. Louis

Brooklyn

41

37
40
44

.35
.33
.27

, . .

.

1

3S
. 35

. .

.

AMERICAN
Boston
Cleveland
New York

48
47

43

Washington

4

Chicago
St. Louis

39

38
33
29

Detroit
Philadelphia

.44.1

47

(PieiAL CMftliniNMNU TO MOHNIN JOUMNAL)
Carlsbad, N, M., July IB. People
In Carlsbad, are jumpy about fires, for

,

the town has had two bad ones lately.
When a locomotive whistle screeched
Thursday night the whole town jump- ed up from its supper table and started down toward the Santa Fe yards.
The motor fire truck got to the

'

50.

Pet

L.
35
38
30
40
40

:

2

TRANSFERRED TO

.3X2

t

WHERE THEYPLAY TODAY
NATIONAL I.KAt.l i:.
Boston at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Chicago.

,

WITH RESULTS 0 F
DAY'S FIGHTING

lV

MORNINQ

JOURNAL

SPECIAL LCASKP

WIRC1

London, July 15. Andrew Bonar
Law, chancellor of the exchequer,
announced In the house of commons
tonight that the Americans hud captured a thousand or more prisoners
south of the Marne after having
driven back the enemy.
Mr. Bonar Law read the following
communication to the house:
"The enemy attacked early . this
morning on a front of ninety kilometers, pretty evenly divided east
and west of Khelrns. The city itself
was not attacked.
"West of itheims the Germans
penetrated on a front of thirty-si- x
kilometers (22.37 miles) to an average depth of from four to five kiloof the Marne by a brilliant counter attack by the American
troops drove the enemy back and
took a thousand or more prisoners.
"East of Rhevms the enemy has
been heavily'' repulsed and has suffered a complete check."
said tho
Sir Wulter Bunciman
house would wish to offer congratulations not only to the French but
to the American troops, who had
Justified themselves, not for the first
time, on a critical occasion.
Before reading the communication
Mr. Bonar Law said it had reached
him from the front shortly before 11

,

Try

Want

Three Large Chemical
panies Transferred

(Y

FOGH SAT SFIED

4

0

0

0

2 15

3

1

1

5

0

3
0
0
2

3

3
3

Totals

80

3

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

2

1

0

0

5

ft

7 27 20

1

1

0

Com-'- "

From

MORN,

NO

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIREf

ff

Scheide-Ansatal-

"I't

Scheide-Ansal-nl-

...''

0.
''

5

2b ..

2b
Wood, If
Evans, 3b
O'Neill, c

Thomas, c
Coveleskle, p

0

OAKLAND
NO

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

WIRE

Portland, ore.. July 15. Charles
director general of the
emergency fleet corporation, who is
several
spending
days in Portland,
M. Schwab,

sent a telegram today to William Atkinson, acting president of the International hoilermakers' union at Kansas City, Mo., urging him to act ims'
mediately toward ending the
strike at Oakland, Calif.
In his telegram Mr. Schwab said:
"It seems Incredible to us that at
the moment when tho Germans are
making a renewed drive against the
Americans in France any body of
American workmen could ston building ships for any reason whatever.
Machinery for settling such differences as may arise has been provided
by the government and the workmen
should place these differences for adjustment before the properly constituted government officials.
We are
counting on you and your organization
to point to the men the enormity and
unwisdom of their act at this critical
time."
In a speech at one of the shipyards
today Charles Piez. general manager
of the emergency fleet corporation,
denounced in scathing terms the Oakland strikers.
boiler-maker-

New York, July 15. Almost simultaneously with the 1'nited States'
severance of diplomatic relations; with
of three largo
Germany, control
chemical companies in tliils city, Niagara Falls, X. V., and Perth Amboy,
N. J., was transferred fi",ni German
to American ownership to prevent
the concerns falling iuiu the hands
of this government.
W. A. llaniann, directing head of
the companies, and Oscar I.!. Seitz,
who went to Germany to negotiate
tho sale of slock, today adrritted that
this was the object of the transfer.
They testified at an inquiry conducted here by Deputy Attorney General
Becker of New York, at the request of
I rop.v.'.y
A, Milcliel Palmer,
alien
custodian.
Feared Seizure hj l!. S.
While denying that he and other
American purchasers of the controlling stock wcri! "dummies'' torvinij
for German interests until after tho
war, Mr. Hamanii confessed freely
that fear of government seizor of the
property "he had worked so hard to
build up" prompted the sending of
Seltz as a confidential messenger to
Germany early in 1917 to buy out the
German share holders. Mr. SeiU, who
completed the purchase in Frankfort
February 6, three days after Prescient Wilson sent Count von Bern-storhis passports, said that the
"break" was the final factor in into sell
their
ducing the Germans
stock.
Tho companies concerned are the
Itoessler and Passlacher company, the
company,
Niagara Electi
and the Perth Amboy Chemical company. They were established by th'l
company of Frankfort, which until the date mentioned,
held 55 per cent of the slock. Control
was given to American citizens by sale
of seven per cent of the holdings, at
prices which the alien property custodian alleges were far below their
value.
tho Worst Ootw."
To contradict the claim of Hamann
and Seitz that the German share holders were willing to sell at a sacrifice
to insure retention of the properties
by the Americans who had represented theni, the government offered in
evidence a letter from Dr. Fritz Boes-sle- r
a principal in tho
company to Mr. Hamann, which
said:
"Rather than accept genuine sale
at .Inadequate prices would let the
worst come and trust to a fight for
our rights in free America."
Tho letter was mailed t Frankfort
only two months before tho sale of
control, which involved almost $1,000-00';"""'

.....

Totals

BY MORN,

German to American Ownership When War Started,

AMERICAN UCAtil F.
Detroit at New York.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.

2

1

1

3

0

1

2

2

2

5

1

4

1

4

0
0

0
0

4

1

4

4

1

1

0
0

2

0

0
0

4

0

1

30

5

6
3
0

Gilhooley, rf
Peckinpaugh, ss

0
0

0
0

1

0

0

0
0
0
0

2

1

2
2
0

0
3

0

1

0
0

Pratt,

3h
2b

0

3

0

13 27 10

2

Pipp, lb
Caldwell, cf
Miller, If

Hannah,
Finneran,
Robinson,

xllyatt,

c
p
p

1

0

0

3

0

1

1

0

1

2

2

4

0

0

1

1

....4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
3
8
3
0
8
0

2

4

3

0

1

0
0
0
0

0
0

4

...3
......

1
2

0
1

.

xxltusscll
xxxBodie

0
1

1

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
3
0
2

0
0
0

0

0

pitched FiJineran 6. Struok ou)t
Finneran 4; Coveleskie 2. Passed
ball Hannah.

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

5--

St.

IHlis

rs

22b West Gold.

Phone

44.

LUMBER

well-know-

Hudson for Signs j
Wall Paper

Hudson for

Picture Frames

1

St.

Cardinals out of Debt.
Louis, Mo., July 15. The

$00,-00-

0

indebtedness of the St. Louis Nationals was raiesd at a meeting of
stockholders of the club this afternoon. The stockholders had only to
raise $44,000 as $16,000 had been
pledged. Mrs. Helene H. Britton, former owner of the team will receive
$40,000 of the amount as part payment for $350,000. She has previously
been paid $185,000 of the amount.

3--

Perry
Philadelphia, July 15. Scottvictoric-ovepitched Philadelphia to two
St. Louis. In the first game he
relieved Gregg after the Browns tied
tho score in the seventh and drove in
two runs in the eighth by hitting a
single with the bases filled.
R. If. E.
Score First game:

t

The Superior Lum- ber & Mill Co.
PHONE

S77

HELP
UNCLE
SAM
By Getting

r

WAS.
For Gold and Silver
A

help to cotton growers

d

.

.''.,

FRESH AND SALT MEATS
Sausage a Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the Ruling
Market Prices Are Paid

STETSON OXFORDS
All broken lines of
this celebrated shoe on
sale at a substantial saving to you See them.
E. L. Washburn Co.

By

PbiladclplmlH

FARft COMPANY
and Retail Dealers in

WM.

Wholesale

"J simply can'l find words to tell Paints, Oils, Glass, JIn.thoM Hoofing
nnd Building Paper.
you how much Tanlac has been worth
n
to me,' said Charles Seymour, a
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
metal polisher living at Pleas'
COMPANY
ant View, Colo., recently.
"I had been a sick man for fifteen
years," he continued, "and had fallen
These tiny CAPSULES
off until 1 weighed only one hundred
are superior to
and fifteen pounds. I suffered from
of Copaiba, Cubebs or
Pthe effects of grippe, had pleurisy
Inactions, and
and stomach trouble and something
RELIEVES In (MIDY)
I
one
No
bronchitis.
like
24 HOURS tho V
thought
diseases witheame
as
ever
for mywould
get well and
out Inconvenience, f
could live much
self, I had no idea
.NW. tv all 'IrltfHtttts.
longer. In fact, 1 was given up to die
and I was in so much suffering that
it would have made little difference
to me. if I hud. The people out where
I live all know what an awful condition I was in and the whole community is surprised at my recovery.
"I have gained all of thirty pounds
by taking Tanlac and feel that I .have
a new hold on life. My stomach trouble and everything else I suffered
from has disappeared. I can eat and
sleep like a school boy and am so
can't help
work as I ever could,
wor kas I ever could. I can't help
praising Tanlac and I wouldn't be
Fourth BU and Copper Ave.
without it for any amount of money.
My first bottle made me feel better
and I kept taking it until it made a
new man of me. My wife also took
several bottles and it relieved her
trouble and built her right up. 1 would
buy Tanlac if it cost me five dollars
a bottle and think it cheap at that. If
anybody wants to get It direct froin
me what I think of Tanlac all they I We are In a position to give X
have to do is ask me, I'll tell the
more value ror tne money man ?
world what it Is and how it has saved
any other BUILDING FIRM In
this vicinity.
me."
Offlcw With
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque at S
tho Alvarado Pharmacy. Adv.

deparSenFof Tabor

,

THE

33 3 7 27 14 0
Totals
x Hatted for Hannah in ninth.
xx Han for Hyatt in ninth.
Try (.luiinlMwluin's.
xxx Butted for Robinson in ninth.
When you need a good reliable liniment for soreness of the muscles, a
Score by Innings:101 000 1115 sprain, or to relieve rheumatic pains,
Cleveland
It is
300 000 0003 try Chamberlain's Liniment.
New York
Two-bas- e
hits Roth.
Summary:
Three base hit Pipp. Home run-W- ood.
Stolen bases Roth, Speaker.
Double plays Coveleskie, Evans and
Johnson; Caldwell and Hannah; Roth
and Johnston Base on balls Off Finneran 2; off Coveleskie 2. Innings

Oakland, Calif., July IK. Striking
members of the hoilermakers' union,
whose refusal to work tied un three
local shipyards today, voted tonight
to hold a mass meeting
tomorrow
1
8
000 000 3003
morning to cons'der terms submitted St. Louis
this afternoon at a conference in San Philadelphia ..000 030 02x 5 12 0
Batteries: Davenport and Severeid;
Francisco.
Members of the shipyards laborers' Gregg, Perry and MeAvoy.
R. H. E.
Score Second game:
union were considering in mass meet1
9
010 100 1014
ing tonight what action they should St. Louis
take on claims that 1,500 of their Philadelphia ..100 030 02x 6 13 2
Batteries: Rogers, Houck rfind
membership has not drawn full wages
under the Maeey scale!
Perry and Perkins?
All work on twenty-si- x
sh'ps being
built for the government contract was
tied tin today by the failure of the
hoilermakers to appear for work, the
s'
riviters being members of the
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNIN4 JOURNALl
union. Included In this number of vessels was tt 12,000-to- n
ship
Carlsbad, N. M., July 15. W. H.
at the yards of the Bethlehem cor- Harronn, who has 500 acres In cotton
poration, which it had expected to on a project south of Carlsbad, ran
turn out in record time,
out of help lately. Mr. Harroun
needed twenty-fiv- e
hands to complete
the work. He appealed .to County
Washlngloii, July 15. Louis Wey-anof
Cleveland, president of the Agent Smith and J. O. Miller of the
International Boilermakers' union, department of labor and secured a
announced late tonight that he had carload of laborers from El Paso,
issued an order to striking hoilermakwho had come across the line.
ers at Oakland, Calif., to return to
work at once. The controversy will
I 'litis Army Director.
be investigated by the labor adjustNew York, July 15. David L.
ment board for shipyard disputes, Mr. Fultz, president of the Baseball Play',:
Weyand said.
ers' fraternity, has been appointed
physical director and athletic instructor to the United States aviation
DOUGHBOYS VICTORS
corps with the rank of first lieutenOVER AMERICAN EAGLES ant. He has been ordered to report
at Mineola, L. I.
The summer school Doughboys defeated the American Eagles of the
Fourth ward in a close and varied
game yesterday afternoon. The score
was tied in the ninth Inniosf and in
the tenth the Doughboys staged a
batting rally and forged ahead.
$11.95, $15.00,
The Eagles held the lead throughout the game until the ninth Inning $18.00
$20.00.
when the score was tied and their
doom scaled.
..,.;.
jaVt
boiler-maker-

medical advice. Address Medical Director, 43S Swift Laboratory, Atlanta,
Ga.

Wallace Hesselden
General Contractor

0
0
0
0
0
0

5

.

eruptions. Therefore,usebe sure. Don't
Get
lotions.
take chances, don't
S. S. S. from your druggist.
If yours
case, write for expert
is a special

'

0

4

. .

You can be relieved blood diseases.
ed, but you must take S. S. S. Take
If
it
only pimples appear, for they denote bad blood, and may bo followed
by the sufferings from torturing skin

I

New York.
AB. It. It. PO. A. E.
Baker,

.'

1

4

0

Seymour Gains 30 Pounds On
Tanlac and Trouble of 15
Years Standing Ended.

period it has proven its remarkable
curative properties as a blood purifier
and tonic, and has relieved thousands
of cases of disease caused by poor or
impure blood, and chronic or inherit-

A. E.
0

4

3

Turner,

HAVE STRIKE AT

mm

.423
.

II. PO.
0

Mays, p

Wambsganss,

SCHWAB TRIES TO

vvlhl rnurLniiLG

.4 9
.4 SI

41

45
47

iuirnr nnnnrnurp

.578
.553
.544
.500

Palace hotel, a biff three story frame
"structure, in time to help Mrs. Chay-tothe manager, extinguish
the
flames In her clothes closet,
Several hundred dollars worth of
clothing belonging to Mrs. Chaytor o'clock.
"I may add," he said, "in addiand Miss McKneely were destroyed.
tion to what I ant going to. read,
In
Barnes 10 British Army.
that the prime minister has been
headColorado Springs, Colo., July IS.
telephonic communication with to him
James Barnes ,the professional golfer quarters and the report given
of the Broadmoor club of this city, as coming from General Foch re-is
said tonight concerning the report that he Is well satisfied with the
that he had been drafted Into the sults of today's fighting."
British army that "It was very apt to'
b true," but so far he has not reAd Way
the
ceived any notice, on the subject.
r,

,f,

6

0
0
0

Johnston, lb
Speaker, cf
Roth, rf

.413
.351

i.lvKilK
W.

j

.705
.550
.51
.507
.407

FIRE IN CARLSBAD HOTEL
meters.
"South
DESTROYS CL0JHES CHEST

'
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Cleveland 5; New York 3.
New York, July 15. Wood's home
run enabled Cleveland to break the
tie and defeat New York. It was
Wood's fourth straight hit of the
game and his fourth home run on the
New York grounds this season. Score;
Cleveland.
AB. Ii. H. PO. A. E
2
1
5
4
0
Chapman, ss

Pet.

23
36

Andrew Bonar Law Announces
in House of Commons That
Situation From Standpoint
of Allies is Satisfactory,

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
ir.

,

. .

.

Xew York 2; CinHiimiti 1.
Cincinnati, July 15. Three hits and
a wild pitch by Toney in the third
gave New York two runs and the
second game of the series. Score:
New York.
A B. U. H. PO. A. E
1
4
3
0
0
Burns, cf
3
0
4
0
Young, rf
1
1
0
5
4
0
Fletcher, ss
2
2
0
0
Doyle, 2b

Zimmerman,

.

Cincinnati .
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

game postTwo games tomorrow.
o

rc.
U:Gi
W.

U

..:
mcago

New York

1

OF THE TEAMS

NATIONAL

Marquard,
Philadelphia-Chicag-

1

Kis-ber- g;

C

runs

Home
Stolen

1

Scoro by innings:
.000 000 1001
Chicago
3
000 300 OOx
Boston
Two-bas- o
hits J. ColSummary:
lins. Double plays E. Collins to
Shean to Scott to Ruth. Base 011
balls Off Mays 2. Struck out By
Danforth 2; by Mays 3.

ed triple play and not half the bullets
Carey, in the stands would see it."

e

Two-bas-

Three-bas-

1

..3115

Schang, c
Scott, ss

5

102 010 02x

0

1

0
0

4

Ruth, lb

0

8 27
9
6
32
Totals
x
Batted for Marquard in nirth.
001 002 002
Brooklyn

0

0

AB. R.

Hooper, rf
Shean, 2b
Strunk, cf

A B. K. H. PO. A. K.

.

2

4

0
0

fl

Boston.

I

t tshurKlt.

Kllam, ss
BIgbee, If
Carey, cf
Routhworth, if
Cutshaw, 2b
Mollwitz, lb
McKechnie, Sb ...
Schmidt, c . N . .
Mayer, p

3

Totals

n

3

AMAZED

1

1

0

24

of your trouble, and finally
Clears Skin of Erup- abatement
make you entirely well. Fifty years
From
Poison
Drives
tions,
ago S. S. S. was discovered and given
to suffering
mankind.
the System.
During this

S. S. S.

Get it fixed in your mind that skin
eruptions, Scrofula. Kczema, burning,
itching skin, and all skin diseases are
due entirely to impure and infected
Scott and E, Collins Play blood. If tne trouble was on the outside of the skin, by simply washing
Brilliant
Boston and keeping it clean you could obtain
Games;
relief not even ointments, lotions and
Takes Two of Three Games salves would be
necessary.
Agree
with us In this belief, and your trouble
From White Sox,
can be relieved
you can be entirely
restored to health. S. S. S. is a purely vegetable treatment that you can
1ST MORNINU
secure
from your own druggist
it is
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
blood tonic' that .will purify your
a
de15.
Boston, Mass., July
Boston
feated Chicago, making It two out of blood and cause a most decided
three for Boston for the series. Scott
and E. Collins played
brilliantly.
Score:
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
1
0
0
4
0
0
Murphy, rf . .
0
0
3
4
0
0
Lelbold, If
2
1
E. Collins, 2b
I 2 0
OVER IT
1
4
0
II) 0 0
Klsberg, lb
0
1
3
0
3
J. Collins, cf
0
Weaver, ss . . . . . 3 0 2 0 3
3
0
0 1 0 0
McMullin, 3b

j

1

CHICAGO IN LAST
GAME OF SERIES

I

Weeghman is the first magnate
it ih .m
hire Rirl ushers.

GREAT OLD REMEDY
FOR SKIN DISEASES

RED SOX DEFEAT

MEN'S SUITS
Big lot of. men's and
boys' long trousers suits
on sale
and
E. L.
WasKburn Co.

Pick out a nice cool place
and do your ironing there.
Can you do

that with a

and a hot stove?

sad iron

Don't allow old fashioned methods to dictate to you any more.
Iron in comfort the clean, cool,
easy way.
Call at our Shop and look them all
ovpt,' if you Hkp. If you haven't time
Just phono nr rtrnp a postal und we'll
have an iron out there for nest Ironing
day.

GAS &
ALBUQUERQUE
ELECTRIC COMPANY ,
"AT TOUR SKBV1CK."

Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps
Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charf e of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

LUMBER Cemert&er

Company
Albuquerque Lumber
FIRST STREET
NORTH

f

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, July
DESERTERS FLEE

Mysterious Mackensen, the

DEFEAT

GET ICY STARE

month.

Held as Horse Thief.

Three months Whitt spent in El
Valle, and then one day he went to
work for a Mexican cattle corporation
us vaquero at fifteen "dobe" dollars a
month.
Ono day Whitt rode into the Mormon colony to see the two men with
.

whom he had deserted. One was left,
the other having been starved out, and
gone back to take his medicine. While
he was in the community, a white
man rode up and' placed the two under arrest on a charge of horse stealing.
"I know you're not horsethieves,"
he said, "but you're deserters from
the American army, which Is a sight
worse. I'll dismiss the horse stealing
charge if you will go back to the
states. If not, I'll see that you get a
good term In the Mexican pen, which
isn't nearly as nice as Leaven worth."
Two days later the deserters were
bound for Juarez on foot. At Juare?
Whitt walked across the international

bridge and surrendered.
"I suppose I'll get a heavy turn in
the mill," he said. "I've got it com-lin-

I guess, but if I get out before
this war is over I'm praying for a
lhance to go to France. Nine months
.In Mexico will make a patriot out of

any man."

JEWS HOARDED GRAIN;
1ST

NORNINO

MIMU

Washington, July

15.

LAHO
A

!)

number

of Jews have been condemned
to
death and executed at Kherson
Ukraine, for hiding grain, according
to a report which the state depart
ment characterizes as more or less

circumstantial.
Jewish merchants at Kherson hava
been executed also for refusing to
give the names of the peasants with
whom they dealt and who were
charged with concealing grain.
A report from Finland says members of the red guard are being executed dally by German firing squads.

GIRLS!

USE LEMONS.
FOR SUNBURN, TAN

Try Itl Make this lemon lotion
to whiten your tanned or
freckled

How France Has
Been Fed

IVY" VICTOR (iltWSOX.
(The British socialist, a soldier,
himself, presents "Tommy's" answer
to the question.)
Says the British soldier: "We solWe have seen
di! rs cannot forget.
our comrades murdered and we have
regis.ered a vow. The German has
been a mean and bestial enemy; it
will mean a long period of economic
purgatory to Induce us to make him

akin.

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons
Into a bottle containing; three ounces
of Orchard White, shake well, and
you have a quarter pint of the best
freckle, sunburn and tan lotion, and
complexion whitener, at very, very
small cost.
Tour grocer has the lemons and
any drug- - store or toilet counter will
of Orchard
supply three ounces
White for a few cents. Massage this
lotion
into
the face,
sweetly fragrant
neck, arms and hands and see how
r Quickly the freckles,
sunburn, windburn and ' tan disappear and how
white
the skin
clear, soft and
Yes! It ,1s nannies.
-

"Before the

momentous period of humanity's history. It has become a feeble truism
to suv that we are fighting for outdes-- 1
existence; we are fighting for the
linies of the human race. Soldiers at
the front and Bailors on the sea have
sensed the significance of the world
conflict and they are all optimistB,
It is only at home that pessimists are
liscovered, and 1 think that the majority of our pessimists are suffering
from lack of understanding.
The opinions of soldiers are usually
more bluntly expressed than those of
civilians. The soldiers' environment
is un environment of actuality and
emergency, and the result is that
he finds little use for the ver-- i
al sofeguards of conventional civilization. He has a definite objective,
and, under modern conditions of war-tar- e
Is reduced to primitive condition in its attainment. Hut he knows
what he wants to do, and every other
consideration Is subordinated to the
fulfillment of his aim. Hence, when
he fighting soldier deigns to express
un an opinion on matters that are
not of immediate military moment,
one may be safe In trusting his resolution.

"Tommy's"

GFNFPAl.
With von Hindenhurg, Germany's
idol, dead, the question agitating the
allies as well as Germany Is, who will
succeed him?
So far there has bom but one answer.
von Mackensen,
Field
Marshal
apotheosis of "sclirecklichkeit,"
of small nations, the only German field niurshiil who ever rose
from the ranks, will take command of
the German armies, according to reports from Berlin.
Von Mackensen has been in command on the Italian front since the
great drive on the plains of Venice
last year. There have lieen reports he
was to lead the great Gorman drive In
Flanders and 1'lcary. Certain it is,
his counsel has been heard at the
kaiser's counsels of war on the western front.
Mackensen is not popular in the
sense mat Himieniurg was. He Is too
autocratic, to rigidly austere and unapproachable; a veritable man of mystery. He brooks no opposition; he
holds himself answerable only to the
kaiser. Of his methods there has been
much to question, even in Germany,
but the Germans trust his ability as
a military leader.
Mackensen has never ueen Interviewed by a foreign correspondent.
His life, his antecedents, even his personal character are considerable of a
mys'.ery. Hut he is unique among German generals, anil some facts shod
muc h light on his career.
He emerged from the
war as a lieutenant, having served
in it as a volunteer, and
apparently
planned to return to civil life at its
completion.
Then he became military tutor to
Emperor William and ever since he
has been on curious terms of intimacy
wi.h the imperial family, being treated
rather as a kinsman than as a court
favorite.
For this rumor has supplied the Information that in his veins runs blood
of which Is Scotch; the other
Hohonzollern of the highest.
Whether or not this b0 true, It
seemtj to be established that he comes
of Scotch parentage. His facial characteristics bear this out. They tire cer.
tainly not of the stolid type of von
Hlndenlmrg; you can no more associate Mackehsen with sauerkraut and
sausage than you can wkh pink teas
and knitting needles.
After a number of years as the kaiser's tutor Mackensen was promoted to
be military governor of Koenigsberg,
the ancient capital of east Prussia.
It was at this post that he gained
the enmity 0f the crown prince bv
confining him in a fortress for his frivolities. This was one instance where the
soldier defied the kaiser himself The
heard about the
and hurried to Koenigsberg rumput,
to see
what could be done
about It.
"The crown prince must serve his
full sentence," Mackensen told the
katser. "Either
orders will be car.
nea out, or you my
can put another man
in command here." The
kaiser gave In
W!r9 " mre y0"nK Partip
Smnn
among the young bloods of
the Ueaths
Head hussars.
When the great war broke out it was
Mackensen to whom the kaiser looked
' hat f
Serbia off the
f'y
"'Ping
d it to the
kenspn
queen's
taste. He crushed the little
nation
with a degree of ruthlessness that
has
hardly been equalled In the war. not
even n Helgium, and won for
himself
by it the supreme command of all the
forces of the central powers In
the
east.
:
oblit-erat-

Franco-Prussia-

or

n

Mackensen

was called
to , the
kaiser's war council which was to decide on the strategy In Galicia.
then chief of staff, then
made it clear that the success of the
movement depended on the ruthlese- -

-

nefis with which it was exercised, leav-

ing the decision to the council.
The kaiser demanded of Hindenburg
whether he would undertake the execution of the scheme. And Hindenburg, who hud seen scores of German
soldiers go mad at the sight of the
Russian slaughter at Tunnenberg in
the fall of 1!U4, said:
"I cannot accept responsibility for
this, it would bring whole armies to
slaughter. I am a soldier, not a

butcher."
The kaiser buried

its face in his
hands, and for a moment there was
silence while the German war chiefs
looked at each other. Suddenly the
voice of Mackensen broke the silence:
"All Highest.
will take full responsibility for the whole undertaking.
Never mind the cost, never mind the
lives, tin my head lie it."
The council ended. The plan wa
placed in Mackensen's hands for exe
cution. How well he executed It the
world knows. Armies swam In blood
to the recapture of Lemberg.
His next work was to smash
as remorsely as he had crushed
Serbia. He reduced it to a 'state of
vassalship In a few short weeks.
Then cmiie the invasion of Italy,
stopped only when the kais?r and th
general staff became convinced that
they could not capture Venice In the
face of the British and French reinforcements.
Mackensen has made his name one
for mothers to frighten their children
with. He is dreaded bv his own soldiers. They call him "The Iron Rat"
iron because of his unquenchable-energyhis steel will and his barbarous
cruelty; rat because of his savane fe
rocity which regards neither friend
nor foe and sublimates all to the ulti
mate object of achieving military successes.
The kaiser considers him the first
executive soldier In tho German army
today.
,

AUSTRIAN

lf

As illustrative of his atrocious methods there is no story more potent than
that of the Invasion of Galicia in 1916
and the clearing of the great province
of the Russians who then held nearly
all of it.

-

JEWS ARE
TO ENTENTE

TURNING

MORNINA JOURNAL

RRiriAL LCAAIO WIRI1

Washington, July 15. Tho Israel
ites of Austria, according to an official dispatch from Amsterdam today,
are showing their sympathies for the
entente. The following passage Is
quoted from the Lombourger Tage

blatt:

"We Austrian Israelites find our
selves drawn toward the attempt to
abandon our neutrality and renounc
ing our rights as citizens to declare
ourselves on the side which upholds
the interests of the Israelites."

450

AMERICAN-BUIL- T

.'

PLANES oENT ABROAD
MJV MORNIN

JOURNAL RPtXIAL IKARIO WIN!)

Washington, July 15. Four hun
dred and fifty American built battle
planes have been sent abroad or delivered at ports for shipment on July
5, the date of the latest complete official report reaching the war departv
ment,
In announcing this figure today.
Secretary Baker disclosed also deliveries of Liberty motors of all classes
on the same date had reached 2,514

riiamlierlain's Tablets.
Chamberlain's Tablets are intended
especially for stomach troubles, biliousness and constipation, and have
met with much success in the treatment of those diseases. People who
have suffered for years with stomach
trouble and have been unable to obtain any permanent relief, have been
completely cured by the use of these
tablets. Chamberlain's Tablets are
also of great value for biliousness.
Chronic constipation may be permanently cured by taking Chamberlain's Tablets and observing the plain
printed directions with each bottle.

pain-racke-

grin-labor-

Rack-stubbin-

.

s

i

"Since the war began, the French
army has never been short of fresh meat,
thanks mainly to the prosperous condition of the American meat industry,
and too, to the American live stock
breeders."
I5r
4T

The foregoing statement was made
by a representative of the Allies now
in the United States.

Vow.

s,

distinguished

with fresh meat, owing especially to
the lack of modern refrigerating plants
and of refrigerating transportation, and
too, owing to the deficiency in the
national herd"

-

The British soldier has made a
vow, coupled with many oaths, thtu
when he has txmten the bocho he will
punish him also. This will seem o
strange sort of vow to those who can
indulge or tolerate the "pacifist," but
the uverage soldier has very clearly
defined the raison d'etre of his vendet-la- ,
and tof.the average soldier the
very ifxistence of the pacifist is a bewildering problem.
I think I may presume to be able
to speak for the soldier, as I have
taken considerable pains to ascertain
point of view. I have served as o
private In camp and on the fields of
battle; have heard the private speak
out his thoughts j in the mephltie atmosphere of overcrowded dugouts; I
have shared his thoughts during tho
thrilling interval before we "hopped
the bag," and sought his depositions
even when tho glaze of death was
passing over his eyes. I think I know
the soldier's point of view as expressed by Mr. Havelock Wilson.
The cunning brutalities and fiendish abominations committed by the
Hun on the seas have been repeated
in kind upon the field of battle. The
cowardly and inhuman incident of the
Belgian prince has been even Biiper
seded by the violation of women, the
butchering of little children, the murand
der of brave stretcher-hearerthe deliberate shelling of maimed and
d
bodies of wounded soldiers. My comrades at the front, and
those who have been invalided home,
have seen and know these things; and
though no petty spirit of revenge In
spires their breasts, their teeth are
set with a grim determination. They
mean to beat the Hun first and to
punish him afterwards.
"Kamcrnd" Must Clean Huntls.
The seamen have said and they
mean what they say that they will
not carry food or merchandise to the
to
Germans, nor permit Germans
travel In their ships until Germans
an
has made
atonement which w(
can accept. The soldiers have decided with equal vehemence that they
will not shake the treacherous and
bloody hand of "Kamerad" until h
has washed It as clean as his
in the last few years will permit. The fighting forces are quit
solid and united in their resolve to Inflict a defeat firBt and Impose o
penance afterwards.
These things would not be worth the
writing if certain persons were not already scheming to make friends with
our brutal adversary at the first favorable opportunity. . The deltbera
tlons of the various so called socialist
and labor organizations during Eastei
prove that we have In our midst a
more deadly poisonous gas than th
most hatir, German chemist could
invent.
g
or. Home.
If soldiers had time or Inclination
to permit an expression of their real
grievances, they would not complain
of the hunger or the cold; they would
not "grouse" about mud or blood, oi
he villainies of the boche. Our brave
boys bear their Bufferings and privations in a manner that would be Incomprehensible to a pacifist conference. Their only complaint
agalnsl
the "powers that be" is, that while
are
blood
shedding
and risking
they
life, and sacrificing everything that
is dear to him, a too tolerant government permits British Bolsheviks to
nullify their heroism. -Happily, the boys who are
for us and for civilization do fighting
not get
time to read the newspapers. It would
not be good for them to know that,
at the greatest crisis In the history of
the war and the world, a gang of
"pacifists" had foregathered
and to the kaiser bent the suppliant
knee. In Germany It will be Imagined
or at least advertised that the
syrupy utterances of the 8nowdns
and McDonalds are In some sense a
reflection of British public opinion
and sentiment.
Speaking for all the soldiers I have
met officer and men Included I do

war, a

French Officer, General Maitrot, wrote
a series of articles in the 'Echo de Paris'
to warn France, that in case of war, the
French meat industry would be unable
to supply the French army in the field

our friend.")
We are passing through the most

one-ha-

TO DEATH

RRICIAl

ENEM I

Who Did Figh mg.

Xowsiipcr

CONDEMNED

Si
,41

Bitterness
By
Engendered
Brutalities of Foe Will Long
Remain in Minds of Soldiers

Enterprise A.ss'n.)
Paso, Tex., July 14. Ragged
and starving, sweating out a bare existence on the Mormon farms of
southern Chihuahua, Mexico, Is a
colony of 100 deserters from the
American army, exiled from civilization and home.
The story Of the privations endured
by the expatriates Is told by Garland
Whitt, a deserter, who has returned,
sick at heart, to "take his medicine.'1
Clad in ragged corduroys, with little left of his old uniform save his
shoes, Whitt, who is only IS. is now
In military prison.
Walked Into Mexico.
Whitt'a regiment was stationed at
Kl Paso, and one night in Septembet
ho, with two comrades, slipped awa)
from camp, waded the IUo Grande,
and started on their hike into the
heart of Chihuahua.
Sleeping by night in any Mexican
hovel they could find, living on bean
and tortillas, riding burros when they
could, walking when they could not,
and occasionally getting a ride In n
wagon or on a freight train, they
drifted Into the land of "manana."
One day they emerged
from the
mesquite through which they had
hiked for days, and came out upon a
(harvest field. Hammering on a fence
post was a man, dirty and ragged, but
an American. He also was clad in
the remnant of an army uniform, and
proved to be another deserter.
Uracil Mormon Colony.
They had struck the outskirts of
one of the famous Mormon colonic
of Mexico. The Latter Day Faints
knew that the occasional wanderei
who drifted down from the north
probably had a past he did not care
to rehearse, and they offered him n
chance to make a living, but that wa;
all.
For three months Whitt and his
comrades were members of the colony
within a colony, the group of men
without a country, herded together
because of their common crime.
Their homes were barns and sheds.
Their amusements were sheds. Theit
wages were their board, and just
enough money to keep them in tobacco.
Few words were ever spoken of the
great country to the north,
Whitt's knowledge of Spanish raised him somewhat above the level o(
his fellow deserters, and he secured a
job in a Mexican store at El Valle,
once occupied by the American punitive expedition.
For this he got hi;
board, a place to sleep and $10 a
FA

TOW'S

HOPE

Americans Who Seek to Evade
Military Service Get Cool
Reception; suffer Privations
of the Peons.
(By

FIVE

T

"Iron Rat," is Even More
Ruthless Than Hindenburi

TO MEXICO

16, 1918.

Another representative of the Allies
said recently:
''that the American packers have been
of the greatest possible assistance to the

Allies and have, by their efficient cooperation, contributed in the utmost
degree to the successful prosecution of

the war."

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Local Branch,

not hesitate to say that If a call were
made for volunteers to deal effective
ly with things like the pence-at-an- y
price conference, the forces on our
western front would joyfully demolg
ish their
at home, so
that they might be left unhampered
to beat the open enemy at the front.
We soldiers are out to beat the
enemy with the arguments we are
best able to use. In dlplomary, in
matters of treaty, in anything that de
mands pure thought and subtle rea
soning, the German can beat us at bis
will. Negotiation Is not our national
metier. We are too
to
excell in certain forms of cleverness,
but the essential goodness of our history and traditions is our bulwark and
our strength. We have blundered lamentably, I think, In the organization
of our own household affairs, but the
elastic response to the nation's need
prvoes that, after all, the suzerainty
of Uritaln Is the soil of progress.
In tho past we have fought to win
territory, to found and develop colonies ,to extend our empire, to defeat
the legitimate ambitions of honorable
rivals.
We have fought against
France
under the "Marquis of
Quecnsbury rules," but we can shake
hands, and Join hands, because we
both played the game.
Whatever our pacifists and sophists
may say, we did not seek the present
war.
Our Incorrigible generosity
blinded us to the machinations of the
enemy. Whatever may have been our
diplomatic relationships and pourpar-brwe were not yearning after fresh
conquests, scrambling for new markets, or seeking an outlet for our
As an able
congested population.
writer in a contemporary recently
said; "We had to keep tho channel
and the seas, and to help to keep the
lands of Frane. All else was subThe
sidiary and unimportant.
war was not for colonics, Imperial
ambitions, or a balance of power. I!
was to teach militarism a lesson of restraint, so that when the peace' came,
the verdict against militarism would
be so overwhelming as to make a
second recourse to It impossible,"
back-stubbin-

good-natur-

s,

Captain Wright Is Dead.
Cedar, Hapids, la., July 15. Capt.
Andrew C. Wright, commandant at
Iowa university, died at Iowa City today from a stroke of apoplexy. He
was a retired army officer and had
seen service in the Philippines.
Adopts Franchise Bin.
London, July 15. The lower house
of the Hungarian diet has adopted
the franchise bill, says a dispatch
from Budapest to the Franfurter
bill fixes the number or the
elector at 2,700,000.
.

14-1-

E. Grand Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
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MEN ARE DRAFTED

TO

PERFOM FARM WORK

lr
Sioux

MORNINC JOURNAL

incut

IUIID WIRIt

July 15. The
Minnehaha county council of defense
today Issued an order drafting 300
men classified as
into
farm work to take the place of thut
many farmers who are to be drafted
into military service this month.
These men are to be taken from a list
of men engaged in work classed by
the state council of defense as
Fails, S.

D.,

The workers are to get 45 cents an

as it Is possible to devise.
Persons In this country wishing to
communicate with relatives In
must write out their message
in Hed Cross chapters. Tho chapter
forwards them to headquarters in
Washington, where they are rewritten
and the wording changed. The messages then go to the censorship board.
When they reach a neutral country
they are translated on other paper
and, In most cases, then delivered by
the Red Cross to the place to which
they are directed.
Ger-mu-

ALLIES

hour.

'SPY' PROOF PLAN FOR
HANDLINGJ3ERMAN MAIL
1ST

MORNIMI JOURNAL RFICIOL

LUHD

WIRII

Washington, July 15. To prevent
the possibility of information getting
Into Germany, tho American Red
Cross, in sending letters behind the
enemy lines at tho request of persons
in this country, Is following a plan
worked out by the state department
which Is considered as "spy proof"

HAD NO HAND

IN
V

MORNING

MIRBACH "MURDER
JOURNAL SRICIAL LIARCO WIRII

Washington, July 16. German attempts to fasten the blame for the assassination of Count von Mirbach
upon the allies have been thwarted
by the admission of responsibility for
his death by the central committee of
the left of the social revolutionary
party, according to advices today to
the state department.
No pretense is made in Moscow
that the allies were In any way responsible for the assassination.

Skin diseases

quickly yield to

Don't let that Itching

torment you an hourlongerl
Just spread a little Reiinol Ointment over the tick skin and see if
the itching is not speedily relieved.
And even more important
this toothing, healing ointment
rarely (aili to clear away promptly
every trace of the unsightly, tor

menting eruption, unless it is due
to some serious internal disorder.
Kesinol Ointment usually gives
even prompter results if the sore
places are first bathed thoroughly
with Resinol Soap and hot water.
A touch oi Rntnul ttket th
Itch ant

mart rfyht out of
iuA cooli

motquilo-bitM-

wt

,

undtoothel
tkin.
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The txpeeted renewal of tho German offensive was begun Sunday with

sharp attacks asainst the French between liheims and Argonne and yesterday morning against the Americana in the region of Chateau Thierry,
near Vaux.
Tha blow did not come as a surprise
to any of the allied commanders, who
for several weeks have taken pains to
prepare the people for it. The most
reassuring and significant condition
Is hat there is no felling of dread on
the part of the allies concerning the

result.

With a million fresh Americans on
the other side, at least half of whom
should be ready by now to take their
places on the fighting fronts, tho allies are in a better position to repel
onslaughts of the foe than they were
at the beginning of the great offensive of rarch 21.
Withdrawals by our our own army
or the armies of our allies should not
hastily be interpreted as signs of
weakness. If it should develop that
this is one of the decisive battles of
the war, In which the reserves of the
belligerents are to be called into action to the last man, then strategy
will play a most important part. And
sthe artifice of war in
strategy
which maneuvering of large bodies
of men to deceive the adversary is
.

1

fundamental.
If by Wednesday or Thursday the
Germans have not achieved a distinct
gain, it will be safe to assume their
latest effort has failed, and their
armies are ono more step nearer defeat, and the allied forces one step
nearer victory.
What appears to be an unlooked-fo- r
factor In the battle is the use of
e
naval guns by the Germans. Even a layman can understand
the dangerous position our armies will
long-rang-

be placed in when the foe is letting
down a high explosive barrage far
behind our front lines.
It will hamper seriously the bringing forward of supports from rear
ureas. And supplies of food and munitions also will be difficult of movement toward the men in the trenches.
.Should the system
of bombarding
back areus prove a success, America
may look for the capture of a large
number of her men by the Germans.
There is some comfort in the fact
that the huge naval guns the enemy
is using are hard to move and by
wiimirawal out of their range their
effectiveness is nullified.
Tho children o fa school In France
have sent a memorial to General I'er
shing's son in the United States. 1
anything will forever seal the friend
ship between two countries it is the
hands of little children.
DEDS .
There arc a great numler of beds
In use in the United States. It is safe
to say there are as many beds as there
are persons, not all used singly, to be
sure, but tin re are many beds that
are never used at all or only occa
sionally, such as those in hotels and
furniture stores. The trouble is that
there are as many as different styles
of beds os there are Individual fan
cies; wood beds, iron Beds, brass beds,
high posters, low posters, beds with
stream lines and beds without any
lines.
Because of this condition a committee representing the manufacturers of metal beds and supplies met
In conference with the
priorities commission and members of other divis-

camps, transports and for use on the
west front, has made the curtailment
of unrestricted manufacture necessary. The regional councils of national defense have been requested to
urge patriotic people everywhere to
resurrect from their garrets and Other hiding places beds and all surplus
furniture which can, through second
hand dealers or by other means, be
made available.

Don't
'Ease9 Off

The secretary of the National Livestock exchange has announced that
beef prios may be a little lower this
fall. The consumer will await the action of the retailers with interest.
A

Sl'l'KK CHKKSKMAKEIt.

Up in the northeast corner of the
United States, in Palmyra, Me., is a
little old woman whose main ambition in life has been to be a good
mother, a good wife, a 'good housekeeper and a good cheesemaker.
Quito a sizable amMtion.
For thirty-fiv- e
years she has been
America's leading woman cheese-makeand although she is 71 now,
she expects to keep right on spending four or five months of each year
making a cheese a day.
Her name is Mrs. Marcia Glfford.
You would like her if you ever met
her, and you'd like her cheese, too.
Everybody who likes cheese would.
For Mrs. Gifford isn't satisfied with
merely making cheese; she insists
upon making the best cheese she
knows how.
It is her pet idea that a housewife
should do something more than Just
doing what every other housewife
does, dusting,
washing
sweeping,
dishes and the baby.
"I would paint a house or a picture," tho old lady said. "I'd raise
flowers or write a book. I'd do something to take my mind off tho routine of housework."
Cheescmaking,
according to Mrs.
Gifford, Is an art and hard work.
Every year for three and a half decades she has made at least a ton of
cheese. One year she made 4,000
pounds.
Many prizes adorn the Gifford
home, all wonat state and county fairs
for tho best home manufactured
cheese exhibited.
"I shall try to make more cheese
this year than last," Mrs. Gifford it
quoted, "because our country will
need more food than ever before."
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NEVADA

Ill S

KILLERS.

The enlistment of seventy miners
for fighting in France, which is a
considerable percentage of the population of Tonopah, N'ev., may be taken
as proof that the spirit of the west
has not changed appreciably in the
past twenty years.
There were a number of such col
lective enlistments in the course of
n
the
war. There
have been even more during the pres
ent conflict. The town of Cheyenne
Wells, Colo., has sent practically all
d
of its
men to serve either
in the army or the navy.
Reports
from Eddy county, N. M., indicate
that that community also has con
tributed an unusual proportion of its
male citizens to the nationMany women down there are tajcing the places
of men In the fields as well as in lighter tasks.
The body of recruit miners from
Tonopah, nearly a hundred strong,
marching to the station shouting.
"Nevada's Hun killers are on the
way," thrilled even the pacifists, if
there are any, in that town, and reflected the old spirit of the west burst
into flame again.
Spanish-America-

able-bodie-

VOX IIIXTZE.

It is said of von llintze, who sue
ceeds von Kuehlmann as the German
fareign minister, that he hesitates at
no barbarities to attain his tnds.
Von Kuehlmann's dismissal fol
lowed his declaration in the relchstag
that he doubted Germany's ability to
win a military decision. Plainly the
are still in control
In the Teutonic empire, and even the
atightest taint of conservatism In a
cabinet officer ' is considered sufficient ground for Tils removal.
There was a time in the early
months of the war when the president of the United States and the
people of the United States saw peace
without victory as a possibility. Thai
view is no longer accepted by anyone.
As long as the militarist faction
among our enemies continues to grow
stronger, there is but one road left
open for America and tho allies
fight and more fight, fight until the
present-da- y
Germany is blotted from
tho face of the earth.
TUE PARADE IX PARIS.

It takes something

like the parade
Paris Sunday to bring full realiza
tion to the world of the bigness of the
war. Detachments from the armies of
a score of nations, three of them
world powers, marched in the same
column and for the same, cause,
French, Americans, Belgians, English, Canadians, Scots, New Zealand
Sloions-of
the war industries board Fri- ers, Irish, Italians, Poles, Czechs,
Greeks
vaks,
Russians,
Portuguese,
day and decided that the quantity of
and more, all united against a comsteel used in the manufacture of mon
enemy, each accoutered in the
metal beds should be substantially re- uniform of his country, presented the
duced as a war measure by cutting most Intense and
striking picture the
down the height of the frames, both war has yet brought forth; the most
head and foot; by standardizing sizes, remarkable indictment against a naeliminating odd sizes, and standardiz- tion the world has yet seen.
Kilt-cla- d
ing models,
Highlanders, who had left
Thy also decided that the manu- the trenches the day before,-- ' swung
facture of brass beds be discontinued side by side with daredevil Alsatians:
during the war, as they are a luxury, frank-face- d
Americans flanked sol
and as the brass Is needed to meet emn vlsaged Australians; grim, Cana
"
war requirements.
dians walked aide by side with tenaThe demand by the government for cious Englishmen, the whole "as terbeds for cantonments, mobilization rible aa aa army with banners."
,
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Don't lose interest in your bank account. Transact
your business with a bank that is a human, helpful
service-givin- g
organization.
Get all the possible good to be had from your banking
connection. Pay your bills by check because it is convenient, safe and business-likOpen an interest-bearin- g
account and just as soon as you have a dollar to
spare, deposit it to your credit where the interest will
add to your income.

mm

e.

This bank alms to render a cheerful, useful personal-servic- e
in
exchange for the business you give it. You will find it greatly to
your advantage to confer freely, with our officers; their opinion is
impartial and often reveals advantages which you have overlooked.
Give us your account and let us give you our service.

The Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
"The Bank of Perional Service"
ALBUQUERQUE,

War Savings Stamps
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demented religion of the
Oh yes, with it will como all the
known horrors of the Hun triumphant, wallowing to his jowls In the
(Contributed by Itobert W. Chambers bloody pit which was Europe, mento the National Security League's acing America every hour and precampaign of Patriotism Through paring for her physical conquest.
This goes without saying.
Education.)
Hut does civilization realize that the
If Germany should win, the vulgarization of this planet would begin; King s Evil has become the German i
ferocity, stupidity, vulgarity are the Evil, and it is this grewsome diseaso
that also threatens the world. And
:
"
three Teutonic characteristics.
The latter includes such specific that it lg called German Art; which
tendencies as lying, purposeless de- is merely and simply the
of the German beast and of the cripstruction, perversion, spiritual degenpled thing within him, which he calls
eracy, instinctive brutality.
his soul?
Within hte last quarter of a cenROBERT W. CHAMBERS.
German
the
tury
virus has infected
silikini? it L e.. whon a. hnllot acci- arid
not
poisoned
only the political
In
dcntly knocks off a detonator-hor- n
VI'JIV NECESSARY.
social conscience of the World but
stead of boring a hole into the mines and
(Baltimore Evening Sun.)
also the very sources of its inspirabuoyancy-chambe- r
of
cent
ninety per
A rotund gentleman with a perren-ni'the expression of its beliefs,
the mine's eplosive force goes into tion,
smile had to have his daily Joke
ideals,
and
it
has
done
aspirations;
conas he meandered into his club.
the air, and it is rarely that the
this
art.
by
vulgarizing
"I have here the most valuable mocussion succeeds in killing any fish,
For that
but harmless thing tor car accessory ever invented," ho
A good many mines which have which once stupid
passed for art among the remarked,
broken adrift from their moorings Huns has become
"What is it?" asked a tall, thin
incredibly debased,
after a gale over the North sea, wash perverted, meaningless,
gentleman.
bestial.
in
around
"A bankbook!" replied the first
after
rolling
inshore, and,
I.ike
rotting it has taint- speaker.
the shallows, finally go off, unfortu- ed the something
world
atmosphere of art. It
nately killing some of the local in- is filthy, sinister, brutal. But it is the
PERSONAL.
habitants who gather to watch the natural expression of the barbarous
(Boston Transcript.)
frightful globes. It seems incredible, people who are responsible for it; it
He The fools are not all dead yet
but on a number of occasions civilians naively reveals
Germany and the GerShe That's ns sure as you live.
who know nothing of mines have enmans through their modern literature
deavored to salve mines tossing about architure,
sculpture and painting
offshore, and have been killed. In one and especially
through their modern
town I visited recently, a mine was music.
10.000 Testimonials from Mothers
breakwater
the
Of children who have successfully used Mother
approaching
reported
Vulgar,
vicious,
abominaprurient,
(Iray'B Sweet Powders for Children. They move
one morning ,and before the local ble,
and regulate the bowels, relieve FeverinhneiH,
utterly and damnably contemptito
take
come
could
up
coastguard
ble Germany and the Germans, as Tcel lilng ditordere, constipation, headaches, desseven
worms and frequently break up colds. Chilhad
it
off,
killing
gone
charge,
revealed, explained, analyzed out of troy
dren like them. Fur 30 years MotherUray'e Sweet
civilians and wounding twenty, blow- their own swinish
Powders for Children have been the safe and
mouths.
reliable remedy in time of need. Mothers should
ing a great gap In the stone breakwaIs this the culture that the civilized
never be without a box in the house for
ter, hurling great timbers a quarter world is awaiting
use.
At druggists everywhere, !6c.
tho degenerate,
of a mile inland and smashing glass
around.
in cottages for ten miles
Ttv this time, however, the dangers
of standing Idly by, watching mines
irininor Inshore, have been well ad
vertised, and nowadays, when a mine
e
is sighted, civilians gather tneir cnu-flpto the inland borders
pf the town until the mine has been
salved.
rtnt tliA ereatest damage mines do
is to the sweepers. The flow of mer
chant traffic up and down the coasts
nf izmrinnd. which German mines are
intended to stop, has not stopped; in
fact, .has not even abated.
antl-Chrl-
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Mine Sweepers by Night

LOCOMOTIVES DO THEIR BIT.
(No more dangerous or irksome
business is conducted as a matter of
(From tho Railway, Age.)
The new locomotives turned out routino in ttus war ;:an that of
by the builders on orders placed by sweeping the s?a routes clean In the
the government, and others to be black mist of the night.)
deliverd hereafter, will be required
(By Curl Price.)
to work their way home, under steam
15. There
are a
London,
of
and pulling a train
cars, accord- number of July
of niinesweeping
phases
ing to a plan nof under consideration which are not set down in the books
by the railroad administration, The and which are of as
great interest as
idea of imitating the practice that most
which are set down in
has grown up in the motor car and books. things
truck business, of driving new cars
sweepand trucks away from the factory ersEighty per centin of Britain's
are engaged
keeping the route
instead of shipping them, has been
recommended by Frank McManamy, for coastwise merchant traffic clean of
mixes.
manager of the locomotive section of
In the North saa, where a large prothe
with
railroad
the
administration,
idea of making the locomotivevs do portion of Britain's sweepers work,
their bit on the way to the roads tc the winter nights are usually about
which they have been assigned, in- - fourteen hours long, and the winds
stead of being pulled in trains as in which sweep the North sea are subthe past, in recognition of the fact ject to change without notice. Frethe
that locomotives are no longer to be quently it will be necessary for midconsidered as merely the property of skipper to take the bridge in the
dle of the nii:ht to combat a sudden
an individual road.
him.
It is estimated that this plan ap- gale which has swept .down upon
to separate to avoid
vessels
have
The
a
locomotives
new
3.000
year
to
plied
would handle perhaps 500 million ton danger of a collision, and by dawn
miles of freight a year, by enabling tin y are scattered over a good deal of
each engine to haul a train, tnsteafi tho North sea.
All the sweepers crews will tell you
of Itself occupying space In a train
and exerting a de;id weight equal to that their sole envy la the cutter. This
about tliri-i- cars.. The idea is to have is the little craft which blows up
the engines accompanied by a mes- wrecks at the bottom of he
The cutter's crew are all expert
senger from (he locomotive plant, according to the usual practice to look divers, and when the cutter has been
the
run out to where a mined ship has
after the bearings, etc., during
by gone to tho botom, the divers are sent
trip, and to have thorn handledover
down with dynamite to blow up the
regular crews of the roads
which they pass.
ship, and thus keep the channel clear.
debe
It is believed that they will used
This is a ticklish lob. for which the
at
livered in better condition if
sweepers are especially grateful, for
the front of a train and given a; if there is any exigency which the
thorough inspection at terminals than
sweeper crews swear over more than
if handled in the usual way, and that any other, It is when their sweep-wir- e
as
they may be "broken in" just
parts on a wreck at the bottom of
satisfactorily In this way as if tho
the
ar
their
until
were
postponed
process
It is imnossible to sweep around a
roau.
rival at the home
wreck,, for any way you try to work
will catch, and
it your sweep-wir- e
WELL XAMEl).
part. But tho cutter takes prompt
(Brooklyn Eagle.)
William Tho Last has reigned thirty care of wrecks In the channel, laying
nf dvnnmite carefully
Its
years at an average cost to humanity
of 5 billion dollars a year. It is no around it, and then withdrawing and
Hill.
him
call
to
The water
joke
pushing a firing-buttolinliros noon the surface In a curiously
EAT YOUR DESSERT FIRST.
silent manner as the charges go off;
(Baltimore Sun.)
UAitr olinnt ntlnB- vnnr- pheiTV Pie but tho bottom of the sea carries the
smothered in ice cream at the begin- sound so well that, although it is prac
fihisltins tically inaudible on the srrace, H
ning of your meal and then
up on your beefsteak smothered i in conveys tho impression to inhabitants
onions, or your beet Btew oi
on the shore that heavy firing is goin nnvthiniT else that
tii.hi.iittf
ing on somewhere out to sea. This
allows
you?
the food administration
completely finishes the wreck, howIn China the people start u
have ever, and after one blow up the sweep
with desert. Afteri then sweets
t teS ttlCV
h ol r nilP
wires passes over the spot as though
I I
VI. ..1..
III.. clnnnff
ltlt-- l Ihi,
can eat what meats or vegetables they there hail never been a wreck there.
need and are satislleu.
Hut the particular reason which exthat we cites
Tho startling suggestion
the envy of the
adopt the custom of the "Heathen
for the
is that the concussion
Chinee," which has doubtless occurred of the cutter
cutter's dynamite kills endless
to any number of archaeologists and
oriental students, has been uttered for quanities of fish. Just as the old
by
trick used to do in the Wisthe first time in the present crisis St.
derector of
Wisconsin
he Rev. Crawford-Fros- t,
consin lakes before
Mary's church, Emmorton, Md. He clared it illegal. And all the cutter
conservapreached recently on food
has to do is to steam back where the
tion, taking for his text, "And in tho wreck was, and scoop them up off
earth
the
,
seven plenteous
years
the surface. Then it goes back to the
brought forth in handfuls."
After calling attention to the suc- station from which It set out with
cess of' Joseph as the first food admin- dynamite an hour before, laden down
istrator In written history, he went on with fresh fish. And on Die sweepers
as follows:
although occasionally they do a little
"I would like to make a somewhat fishing, they actually buy fish at the
adfood
to
the
suggestion
startling
base very often! Imagine a lot ot
ministration and to the American fishermen
aboard a fishing-trawle- r
public generally. It is that we should
buying fish!
adopt the Chinese custom of eating
I might add that even when the
sweets and desserts first at our
meals.
sweepers explode a mine Instead of
"I am persuaded that the Chinese
custom of serving sweets at the beginning was adopted centuries ago as ly. As a conservation measure the
a food conservation measure, for they introduction of tho Chinese custom in
have hundreds of millions of people America would result In a saving of
to feed and great famines are comh
of the meat consumed. This
mon among them. As tho sweets take would be of inestimable
benefit to our
would
the edge off one's appetite, one
soldiers
and
our allies." '
beif
he
eat less meat and vegetables
gan on desserts.
DESTROY THE CANCER.
"These Chinese custom is more ra(Detroit Free Press.)
tional and less animal than ours. It
are
"Prussianism and Ualserlsm
is also more healthful, for when one
ends with sweets he leaves ajn acid the cancer of civilization that must he
Great Britain never will
reaction in the mouth which Is bad destroyed.
for the teeth kfld the system general-- seek peace until thai haa been done."
-
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WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE'

N. M.

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
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From the WIkticUI Eric Presses ,
working woman named Sinchro-witzwho was arrested to the mur
der of Rosalie Kusik in her house in
Breslau, has given an explanation ol
her crime.
A

Kusik, who was known to her, gave

her a piece of bread, which she ate
She was afterwards seized with vie
lent pains which could not be cured,
and suspecting that poison had. been
mixed with the bread, she went to a
for advice.
r
discovered thai
the bread had undoubtedly been bewitched by Fran Kusik. The woman
wus roused to fury by this revelation,
and after fiercely denouncing Frau
Kusik for her witches' trick, she
strangled her to death.
fortune-telle- r

The

fdvtune-telle-

to deliver,
By special arrangement The Journt.1 guarantee
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our aoldlera: in
Franca and on the way to Franca.
The packages (50c worth of tobacco) are put up la attractive
In every package we put a return portal card
patriotic packages.
with your name and address bo that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many aoldlera aa you subscribe 25 aant
places.

TOBACCO

IS MIGHTY

SCARCE

Near the Trenches.

FKOM 1RVIN COBB'S "PATHS OF GLORX
"Aa I recall now, we had coma through the gat of ha school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing

to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full, well,
M
Tou get it,-see,' said tha German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles oft but you can get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
it as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobacco Is so scarce with. us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be
is sent to the men In tha
front trenches. Aa long as they amspared
oka and keep on smoking they
T
can aUnd that."
,

No Matter How Small

the

Amoimt-r-Sen-
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Our boys are going to need tobacco In great quaiitltles. Fill out
the coupon now Today is None Top Soon-rrfh- "
tna.H U generous I
'
Bring It, or mall It, to Ths Journal Otfioa;
t
nd

WHY

WOMEN
DREAD

OLD

AGE

Don't worry about old age.- Don't worry
about being In other people' way when you
are getting on In years. Keep your body Iri
good condition and you can be aa hala and
hearty In your old daya as you were when
a kid. and every one will be glad to tea you.
The kidneys and bladder arc the cause of
senile afflictions. Keep them clean and Is
proper working condition. Drive the puis,
onous wastes from tho system and avoid
urlo acid accumulations. Take GOLD MED.
AL, Haarlem Oil Capsules periodically and
you will find that tna system will always
be In perfect working order. Tour spirits
will be enlivened, your muscles made strong
and your face have once more the look of
youth and health.
There is only ono guaranteed orand of
Oil Capsules, GOLD MEDAL.
Haarlem
There are many fakea'on the market. Be
sura you get the Original GOLD MEDAL
Imported Haarlem Oil Capsules. They ere
the only reliable. For sal by all first-cla-

druggist.
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Issues yielding slightly.
Total sales,
par value, aggregated $4. 700, 000.
United States old 3'b rose 3 per cent
on call.
Closing prices:
'American Hect Sugar
te,
American Can
46 '4
American Smelting & Refining.
96
American Tel. & Tel
American Zinc
1SH
Anaconda Copper
67
ft 4
.
lAtchison
; ,

Paoiric

Central Leather
Ohio
Chesapeake

Chlno Copper ,
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
pfd

Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
Kennecott Copper

........116

29

23

...65
.. 71
... 87
.

Pennsylvania'. ...........
Ray Consolidated Copper..
'...'..
Reading

Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Texas Company
Union Pacific

.

.

. .

Industrial Alcohol..
United States Steel
Utah Copper
U. S.

............

C1TICAGO BOARD

.
.

..
..

...
,

...

i

.
.

; .

..
..

43
23

89
37

82
23

...US
,

...121
...122
...1.08

...

80

OF TRADE.

Chicago, July 15,- - Assertions that
the number of cars In many sections
Was not plentiful had a bullish effect
today on corn, and so, too, did a good
sized reduction of the visible supply
total. The finish was unsettled. 2 a
to
net higher with August $1.C3
to $1.83
to
and September $1.63

3e

$1.63.

tr

.

A.

FLE1OTE!

.

Oats gained He to Hie.
Provisions closed unchanged

to- - 30c

higher.
Upturns in the value of corn followed an early decline due to favorable
weather and big receipts.
It soon
became apparent, however, that the
market was in a heavily oversold con-

com-

pliico

I '

J

I

f

trtLmu

ftMl Estate, Insurance,
111 lout. Fourth

73c;

Sept.,

I

FOR SALt
Mm SAI.- K- Two
BeicmcksDalry.
FOR SAL B o o'od

well

Lwe.tock.
bTolrTToVr.

Phono 551.
d r i v n g or "w.r
one
also splendid riding horse. Iilo Grande
Industrial School, Phone an-F8- .
FOR SALIi fcixtra fine, young pedigreed
breeding stock Flemish lilant, New Zealand, and Ilufua Red He Ik Inn hare. William
Oestrcch, Mr., !24 North Eleventh Street,
Albuo,ucrque(, N. Jr.

kh

iBtters of achoul
......UB.,,,,IIB.
piease leave at
this office and receive reward.

HfcLP WANTED.
Male.
VV A N T KD
Delivery boys at The Kcon'om 1st.
WANTED Machinists. Albuquerque Fouil
dry and Machine Works.
W A N Tlil)
UUlil
First
mechanic.
Iemlng Ice Cream Factory.
WANTKD
A sood farm hand. Itlo Grunde
Industrial Bchool. l'liona 240ti-r'WANTED Two wallers, or waitri-sseaWhite Krunt Cafe, auS Houth

Second.
WANTKD

Jce cream maker; good salary
to experienced man. Demlng Ico Cream
Factory.
WANTKD
Carpenters Sl.ij to ti per (lay.
Laborers Ja.50 to 3.l) per day. 40 laborers for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
tjonih Third. I'ltone 3.",4.

Female
waitress.

Experienced

NKW VOItK MKTAL.
New York, July 15. Lead Quiet.
Spot, $8.05.
Spelter Dull. Kast St. Louis delivery, spot $8.50 8.60.

1T

MONEY TO LOAN.
iu Loan on nif MtaTTeJotlrTij?
Wear Or.M

n,

Real,

r..

WANTED
WAN

Phon. I7.

Young

Mecca

lady to work at

I'ttLicompoluni"

saleswuinau.

Economist.

iam

WANTIOD

Woman for gcnerul housework.
FOR SALE,
211 South High.
Ranches.
WANTED
A
woman far gcnerul housework
IXn fciA LE Cheap: fine ranch, 16.0000
IVEW YORK .MOXKY.
rtezeniek's Dairy. Phone Ml.
aerea. 8 miles from railroad, 25 mllea
nonh
co
of
WANTED
Woman for - light
per cent tillable.
housework.
New York, July 15. Mercantile pa- Addrem: Alhuquerque,
White or colored. 100 North Walter.
Bank, 1B24 Stout Street, Denver.
per, four and six months. 6 per cent;
WOMAN
For general housework; no oook.
sterling 60 day bills, 4.72 V4 per cent;
FOR RENT Office Rooms.
ewiiniB pin vtn, a Duquerquo,
demand, 4.75
per cent; cables,
WANTED A competent woman for" general
4.76
cent.
housework. Oood wagjs. 1015 East Silver.
per
Phone lono.
Rar silver and Mexican dollars un- FOR
RENT Offleea In uil 01 .joule. utl"l WANTED A
changed.
girl for general housework In
over won:wortn e itwe
small family. Apply mornings at lw-Ison'Time loans Strong. Sixty days, 6 run msiMl 5 from
office
05 North Tenth.
'
connecting
cent
6
90
per
bid;
over uoiaea nuie more, mature
days.
per cent bid;
WANTED Cirl for general housework at
Rnom
six months, 6 per cent bid.
Cowles, N. M. t'pper recos. For particu(.all
money Firm.
High, 6 tier
lars call nt r,is North Second. '
cent; low, 6 per cent; closing bid,
ELEfinAPH
"stenography.
Bookkeeping?
nTTounKouple emull modern
per cent; offered at 6 per cent; last WANTED
Board, room and tuition may be earned.
furninhed house not over t- - per month;
Macks y Business Colleges, Los Angeles and
loan, 6 per cent.
will pay six months lit advance fur "tillFresno.
able place. Permanent care Jouron!.

""'

f

KANSAS CITY PltOIHTCK.

FOR RENl

CHIROPODIST.

Si:

Kansas City,

July
41c; firsts,

DwellinM.

Aortn.
FOR
RENT Three-roounfurnished
house; pon h. Inquire 1300 North Second

J 10.

FOR "RENT Four roonTfTaT."l'u7nrsn7d4oo
North Third. Modern, Inquire 313 South-First- .
houaeT
RENT T w o - room furnished
sleeping ponh; shade. Inqulro 1300 North
Second.
OR

South.

FOIt RENTOne furnlsheof tour-rooh"tise
14 West
403 South Seventh. Apply at
Gold. Also four-roounfurnlahed house at
411 South Seventh.
FOR RENT I uiniubcd . two-roobungalow with Inrue ally sleeping porch. $15.00
per month. l'i West Coat.

-

Blghlanaa.

DeslrabW
moatra
FOR RENT
furnished cottage. Phone J13-$2.75fi2.85;
Mississippi 14.25.
two.roora
Furnished
FORkENT
Illinois
Cottage
Triumphs, $3.00(!ji3.10:
Early
Market
with eleeplng porch, 102$ South Waller. ,
12,000.
Hogs Recelrrts
Ohio,
$3.5002.75; California red,
Four-roohouse two glassed
17.75: heavy, FOR KENS
$3.00 ip 3.25;
California white, $2.90 higher. Bulk, $17.50 $17.-4In porches. Water p.tld. $14. Phone lill-J- .
ffJ 17.65;
$17,6517.80:
light,
3.00.
Three-roofurnished cottage.
RENT
FOR
,
Alive, steady.
Fowls, pigs, $16.5017.25.
Poultry
Broadway. Phons 21S4-Market Inquire $17 Bouth
7,000.
Sheep Receipts
29 c; springs, 36c.
modern bungalow.
FOR RENT Four-roo$16.00
18.75; year-ting- s, ' 14 South
rtcady.
Walter. Apply 10S South Walter
$14.00 17.00; wethers. $12.00 FOR RENT
LIVESTOCK MARKETS,
modern House. Also
14.50; ewes. $8.O012.50.
four-rohouse. Near shops. Apply at $00
fliicaKO Livestock.
Williams,
Denver Livestock.
Chicago, July 15. Cuttle Jteceipts
FOR Rent Furnished four-roohouse with
Denver, July 15. Cattle Receipts
t
20,000. Good
corn fed steers
sleeping porch, light and water paid, $17
140
South
Arno.
Beef
month.
steers,
Market
per
2,000.
steady.
others
and butchers slow and
steady;,
uH RENT New throe-roolower. Reef cattle, zood and choice, $12.00 16.25; cows and heifers, $8.00
cottage furn-- :
Ished. Sleeping porches. 1490 South High
$16.75 W 18.10; common and medium, i&ll.SO; stockers and feeders, $7.60
Co. Phone77.
tnset.
nealty
City
NT
FOR-REbutcher stock, cows 10.50; calves, $12.00 15.00.
Modern bungalow three rooms
Market 10c
and heifers. $8.25 14.75; cannera and
Hogs Receipts 900,
with large sleeping porch,' furnished,
cutters. $7.258.25; Blockers . and to 20c higher. Top, $18.00; bulk, Phone 67!. Inquire 112$ East Central.
FoRiTModcrn" furnished fiat nrTTsist"
feeders... good, .. choice and - fancy, $17.5017.66.
sanatorMarket Central car line, convenient to
$10.50 13.00; common and medium, . Sheep- Receipts . 5,800.
Tbaxtnn
ium.
Co.,Thlrdand 'Jdtd.
$8.2510.60; .Veal calves, good and steady. Lambs,- $16.50 17.50;, ewes, FOR RENT Furnished cottage, "modern.
; , .
choice, $16. 00)316.75.
$lk6012.00.
'
rhone $81. mornings. 1S24 East Central.
Hogs Receipts
42,000.
Market
I hree-roomodern
FOR RENT
bungalow.
strong and mostly 10c higher. Choice
Strikrrs Return to Work.
Oompletely furnisneo; two pofeneat deslr-abl- e
light and light butchers, $18.15; ,one
Schenectady, N. T.. July 15. Strikneighborhood. Call 11$ South Cedar.
load prime heavy $18,05; bulk of ing blacksmiths, hammersmiths and
FOR RENT House In Highlands, four- sales, $17.25
18.10; butchers, $17.75 helpers at the American Locomotive
room bungalow, furnished;
glaised In
S 18.15; packing. $17.00017.75;
1807 East
leaping porch; also garage. Call
light, company, who have been out sine
'
'cntral.
$17.8518.15;. rough, $16.40 16.90; last Monday, voted today to return to
i
In
near
RENT
Highlands
17.25.
University
pigs, $18.75
work tomorrow.. The decision was FOR
car line, new
modem furnished
,. Sheep
Receipts . 24,000
Heavy reached after an appeal to their pa- bungalow,
Rent very reasonable.
Phone
'
sheep and heavy yearlings steady; triotism by, federal authorities. :

-

choice

Washington wethers, f 14.00;
lambs and light yearlings, unevenly
Sotir Stomach ami Bclchlnff.
lower; medium kind sharply down; '"When I began taking Chamberone load choice Washington to out- lain's Tablets three years a;o I was
dition.
troubled most of the time with belch- ,
siders at f 18.75.
corn.
I also had
Oats paralleled the action of
ing and sour stomach.
headache ' and constipation.
i
This
Kansas Ctty Livestock,
Strength of hogs and grain impart- t
remedy was just what my system
ed firmness to provislona.
Besides
Kansas City. July 15.
needed
It strengthened my digestion
21.000.
Market lower: Prime and restored
weekly exports were large.
me to my former goodr
CloXftt .prices;
fed steers.. fl.7.50LS.3y5i. beef .steers. health,", .writes Mrs,
A. V. Smith,
westeraa, Jio.50
. Cpro Aug,, U34 Sect., $1.63. $13.00 11,25;
--

.

l

,

Cattle-iRe-cel-

pts

lit

Modern Furnished Flat E. Central
?Jfi.8n.
Modern Kurnlshed Houso E.
Furnished House. E.
Central. :'5.00.
I3mfl0.
Unfurnished House.
Central,
Furnace and Range, $30.00,

tiastoh' ft

Ooocral.

r

brick, basement, furnace,
features, hurdwood
floors, good purch, garage, splendid
location.. Price and terms right,
clunily

McMANUS

COMEL-- b

POT HIM OUT OF

Hli MiEftr -

J

K.

Me4'I.UMMAN

10 W. (lolil. ri.one SOI.
Fire and Auto Insurance.
Notary Public

FOR REN1

Room.

hunt

Kim

Itooms for light housekccuiiiB.
415 North Second.
FOR ItENT Moaei'n rurntsiieo rooms; no
sick; running water. Cos Si West Central.
FOR RENT Honins m o, week, bath:
r
summer ratea; no sick;
Golden Rule
Store.
FOR RUNT
Large, well ventilated bed
room. 219 North
Fifth street. Phono
1M7-W-

The Star Furniture Co.

(gw id
IFeir Salic. Mfflitenti

ml

118 West Gold Ave.
Have a nice line of Furniture
Several gas plates ut low prices.
Still buying 2nd hand furniture.
Flume 409.

I

i)ipi"to'idlailt

Four rooms and bath, large gin zed
and screened sleeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
in. Borne cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.
.

FOR SALE A
adobe
house In Old Town, two blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be Bold. Address V. O.
Box, 36, Old Abuquerque, N. M.
sli-roo-

built-i- n

.

,nu

FOR SALL

FOR SALE Alfalfa, rtione 2403-F2- .
FOR SALE Three pool tables and fixtures;
also set of bar fixtures; cheap, A. 12.
.
Sicgner, Clovia, N. M.
FOR SALE High-grad- e
upright piano,
walnut finish, slightly used, cost $400,
will tako $ 00 cash. Box 34, cure of Journal.
FOR SALE One 1050 lb. driving horse;
one good pony; ono good
one
runabout; one surey; one rart; one surrey
pole; one saddle; two alnglo harness, one
heuvy. H'O North Hocond.
HOOF

Roofs under our ear will
Improve from year to year. We can put on
a new roof that will last as long aa the
building. The Maniano Oo. Phone UVI-U0 South Walnut.

Mo per gallon.

With

PASTURAGE.,?'
per

month

watyTrar$
la

dvano.

FOR ;.REWTrr

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous.

Rooms and apartIIHANDB IlOTRt
ments, G19 West - Central. Mrs. Richard
Went, Prnprltress.
IMPERIAL llOOMh
Nto clean rooms;
rates by day or week; over Woolworth'a. EHlia oarbon rent paint ana root cement
319 2 West CentraX
stop, leaks; lasts five years. Use Devoa
R ISN'T
FOR
dcsiruble room with" ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laVery
cold
water kalsnmlne, and be satisfied.
sleeping porch- for tight housekeeping. Also
401 W. Central. Phone 410.
ne bedroom, ions West Central. Phone 2;io. Thos. F. Keleher.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished outside rooms FOR HALE1 it r. Ono number one driving horse,
0 lbs.; one horse, weight 800
weight
by the week or month; also furnished room
for light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, oorner Ibr.; one runabout; oim surrey; one cart;
one
TUerms.
heavy
and
buggy
pole; ono heavy stoik sadFirst
dle; oti light middle; ono lndy's tmihile: two
BouOV.
one
heavy, n North Second
single harness,
FOR RENT Furnished "rooniiinVe't"lT
no
no
ver:
children.
sick,
FOR RENT Nicely furnTsncd tront bed
FOR 8ALB
room; close In. Phone 143-(0 South ONH
Centrifugal pump and
Fifth.
motor. With pressure control. ApFOR RENT Three furnlsbed rooms liiii ply I). Weinman, care Economist!
Uiit Lead. Inquire at residence or at the
Erwood Bakery.
Kill RENT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping. Coal atove and gas. 71!4
WANTED Misceftaneoua.
'mith Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
rates made to plcnlo and fishing
sleeping porch, first class board next SPECIAL Call
1583-J- .
parties.
door. 10!) West Cold.
WANTKD dUcs
waahea and
curtain
Foil RENT Two rooms for light housekeepstretched, Sue per pair, l'hone 6011.
ing. Counndo Apartments and furnished
rooms. 418 South Second.
S
WANTED $f,00 at
per cent on first
mortgage real estate, worth double. W. P.
FOR RENT Furnished for
housekeeping,
Metcalf, J21 West Uolil.
one largo room with six windows, upstairs
$10.00 per month. 61 West Coal.
WANTED A insn or a family to occupy
In Coyote
a house to look after riim-Furnlshd '
FOR RENT
house.
with cnnvasH sleeping porch, light and wa Canon. Address L, F. care Journal.
,
ter puld; $10.00 per month. B16 West Coal SOU, CA 1, K 111 aullfur
sweet peas,
Hlfkiuilioia,
long stemmed, fragrant, assorted color
75c per hundred. Order In advance. Rto
IU South Grande Industrial Rrlmol. l'hone 24n-FOR RENT Furnished noma.
Walter. Phone WW.
HIOHEHT CASH PRTCB PAID FOR JUNK
FOR RENT Furnished room, gentleman
BY THU BOtlTIIWeSTBHN JUNK CO..
101 South Walter.
preferred.
114
WEST LEAD. PHONB ell. WS ALSO
room with aleepln. BI'T OLD AUTOS.
FOR- RENT Large
WANTED-Second-oporch; Ideal for two. Ill Bast Central.
n4
men'a and . boys'
FOR RENT Furnished room wUh sleeping
clothes, shoe and underwear. ' Also crank
1$.
Call
and
ease.
CtHcago sMoond-han101
suit
Walter.
South
porch; lady preferred.
tor. $17 Snath First.
nt KENT Large furmsheil front room!
WANTEDJoTuw bags. Pay from o to lo
Well gentleman prefored. 107 South Wal
each, aoor ton
ter.
orap Iron. Pay from
o
to
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. Ixiuls
Foil HUNT Rooms furnished for
405 South Flrsi street. Phone 171
Co.,
Junk
110
South
large sleeping porch.
WANTED Carerul kodak finishing by iiiks-te- r
Walnut.
Twice dally service.
photographers.
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porch
Send
with or without board. Phono 171. 112$ Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
to
a
reliable, established firm.
,
your finishing
Bast Central.
Hanna
ILuina. master photographeV.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, private
entrance, suitable fnr.cuuple reasonable,
eg:! South Arno,
Board.
For Rent Roonit
FOR RENT Two iargt modern furnished
rooms, clean and well furnished for housekeeping. No sick. 310 South Walter.
FOR RENT Clean furnished rooms for well
General.
people, with or without board. 1201 South
RENT
oioilern Walter.
furnished
FOR
Nicely
rooms for light. housekeeping. Phone 177$ FOR RENT Nice sleeping porch for two.
Hoarding house close, 1VX South Walter.
FOR SALE Furniture.
Phone 60f
porch witb
Oil SALE Household furniture including HIGH class board and sleeping
room at summer fate, lit IM South ArD-bedroom furniture now sanitary couch,
Wll-Phone
chairs, tables, one Whlto sewing machine,
FOR RENT Sleeping porch for two; alsr
refrigerator, gas range and gas heator, Wilfurnlimed rooms; first class Iwiard. Phone
son heater ono small heater. Party leaving
901 South Edit It. SSI).
city must sell t once, tor, North Third.
iti RENT Very desirable, ro0m. sleeping
BUSINESS CHANCES.
porch, hot and cold water, 1st class table
board, f'asa de Oro 013 West Oold.
FOUREvS-TVO- U
MRS. W. li. REED, of th Lockhart Ranch
Ceneral Avenue. Apply to J. E. Elder,
has moved to 802 South Arno. where she
agent.
Is prepared to take health seekers. l'hone
ili.
FOR SALE HoleL seventeen well furnished
room, centrally located, close to depot. "EL JARDIN ESC14NDIDO" will have a
Owner will sacrifice. Bee National Invest
large room, suitable for one or two, vament CO., urs worm rnirq
cant July loth, lsol West Central. Phone
One of the best double store
FOR HKNT
iin.
building and best located for general
.i JARDIN ESCONDiDrV"- - For convalemerchandise In, th city. See S. D. Eakln at
scent. Something a little better. Coolest
Washington Apartments 1101 West Central.
In city. Pleasant surrounding. Rates
i
place
Phone tnlf.
reasonable. Met West Central. Phone 1112.
SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room
and board. Just the piece to get strong.
re For rata phon I4IDF-4- ; fre transportation
Ft)R1tElTL:Krffih
rooms and bath, modern, S14 Weet Coal. Accommodation oow available, lira. B. B,
Thomaa.
FOR RENT Desirable furnished apartment
alno sleeping room.- 400 South Seventh.
FOR RENT Two and three-rooapartTO TRADE.
ment and sleeplnf room.
Highland
nousn,
HOHLynoelP'imlaUou
.farm and ranch, 1250 acre. Trad for
utt RENT Furnished housekeeping and
singes room, new modern building; no pasturage, or for pasturage and cattle. 400
'cm. 215 North Seventh.
acres In cultivation. Best Improved property
FOR RENT Three or four room furnished southwest Texas. Large residence. Two two-stoThree
residences. Three
apartment, modern; the 200 block Boutti
Six ll. Inqutr
Mfivoy noTei nrriee.
water. Well,
large barns. Inexhauetabl
Coal
home.
winter
and
a
creek
Windmills,
for
gasolln
CHANCE
happy
springs.
Antonle
already stored, a few nice Utile furnished pump, tanks, etc, On Boern-Sa- n
apartments vacant. Suitable for two persons. automobile road. Adjoin town and railroad.
Uncle
taken
It
called
Barn).
A.
by
acre.
151
II.
Address
Sbumard.
(Tenants
per
quhyk will let for the former all year round Boerne. Texas.
West
t THE WASHINGTON, 100$
price
"
Central, 3. . Eakln. Prop,

FOR RENT
bungalow. Tha E- . .
change- - rhone 1111.
FOR RENT Eight-roohouse, suitable fo7
two apartments, ynone nt.
room
FOR RENT Modern houses, -t
Some furnished. Money t loan. W. H.
,
...
20
Oold.:
West
,
McMilllon,
house. $ rooms up- FOR RENT
stair, s rooms aown stairs, nicely furn- Frm-Ptara"Vl- tnl
ished, suitable for two parrlesv M children.
limit, ll.
Pnons itt or call 111 W$t Ooid,
Phons J17I--

...

CO.

THIRD AND GOLD.

AtHIIICUil.
.as I week several

BUSINESS MEN

714c

XKW YORK COTTOX.
York, July 15. Cotton futures
steady.
July, $27.95; Oct.,
Dec, $24.15; Jan., $23.92;
$23.74.

Automobile license tug No. HI, and
tail light. Return to this office, or to Max

'.
LOST

IFir Mdid

L

LOST
.

3843c.

Erie .
Great Northern Ore Ctfs

tReadlng ..

2
frame, modern,
Bleeping porches, completely furNow
nished, suitable for 2 families,
modern, mi Enat Silver,
rents for $30.00 per month; 3rd pletely fiirniHhcd, hanl wotxl flotirn, fire

15. Butte- r- CO It I t) A Ni
Al J.bTfPiEsrHin o vedKl th
out pain or eonrcness. Bunions treated.
39 c; seconds,
Creamery,
27
Arch
supporters made to fit your feet. Will
38 c; packing, 32 c.
18
le Irere until J11IV 13th. (' R rlu,. .109 1.1
Kggs Firsts, 37c; seconds, 30c.
West Central. Pbonn 9.
146 H
Hons,
25c;
roosters
fiBty 18 Poultry
c; broilers, 30c.
STOLEN.
56 Si.
89 '4
8 TOI.KN From number 60 In .', mil,, tone
CHICAGO PItODl'CK.
Albuquerque. 1 double set of new heavy
454
leather harness, drain ends. The Antl-Tlil64
15. Uuttor
Murket
Chicago,
Association
July
recently organized with offices
31 4
at No. U'lO South Third. Phone 1411-inV
higher. Creamery,
J5
Eggs Steady,
19,373 fers lino reward for the recovery of the
Receipts
31
Hurt
to
Information
leadlnR
'for
property"
leases.
Firsts. 37(5)3!tc;
ordinary the
convtrtlon
the thieves.
1)0
35v737c: at mark, cases In- are requested toof list
firsts,
all stolen property with
52
cluded, 35 38c.
the Association.
95
- Potatoes
Lower. Receipts 66 cars.
52
KenVirginia barrels, $5.75(116.25;
heifers,
Rose.
Louisiana 15.50; cows. $7.0013.00:
2.75(fS2.9n;
tucky
97
bulls. $7.50 10.50;
calves. $8.00
White,
D4

'.

Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
."
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central
Northern Pacific

Aug.,

Pork July, $44.70; Sept., $45.50.
Lard July, $26.20; Sept... $26.25.
Ribs July, $24.7; Sept., $24.75.

New
closed
Reactions of one to three points in $24.80;
tMstillers, Industrial Alcohol, Marine March,

were Irregularly retrieved.
Rails made less progress toward
recovery than speculative
Issues,
Reading, as an Instance, making up
three-poina
small
t
only
part of Its
loss, while Union
Pacific denoted
pressure. Sales amounted to 475,000
shares.
Reports from western railroad
terminals were conflicting, showing
a wide range from the corresponding
period last year, but trade conditions
In that section continued satisfactory.
Bonds were Irregular, speculative

some good mm$i

First Class Office Man
wants work. Not sick.
J. J. T., Journal

two-third-

rn

VA

m

WHEri HE

GEORGE

JOURML OMSSSWD CMM3M

$2,000.

YtARS ASO. WHAttfAr ,
vYou KNOW ABOUT THAT'

of

France.
Increased weakness was manifested
before midday, when additional forfresh comeign advices suggested
plications In the Russian situation,
but the list strengthened later, lenders
rallying one to two points on fair support and short covering.
United States Steel suffered a three-poidecline during the morning, but
was first among the leaders to harden
In the general improvement of tho
s.
final hour, reducing its loss by

Great-Northe-

My -

shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
CO.
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
REAL ESTATK, FIRE. INSURANCE,
stuccoed bungalow In
$2,600.
LOANS.
University Heights, modern, fire- Phone 156.
216 West Gold.
place.
2 story brick
res$5,500.
idence, steam heat, lot 100x142,
LOST.
4th. ward.
stuccoed bungalow,
$3,000.
5.00 reward for return. 711 suth Arno
modern, hardwood floors, garage;
Phone 138S.
Highlands, close in.

WlftC

opening, on news of a resumption
the long delayed German drive

Canadian

.

I

i

A.

New York. July 15. Tho war situation was tho dominant factor in today's stock market, prices reacting
one to three points soon after the

Baltimore & ohif
ftutte & Superior
California Petroleum

J'M TQ

liot water heat. A lino home
7(i
per
6 -- room frame, bath etc.. month; 3 room modern completely furnixhed
$2,500.
modern
briik.
$o0;
uleepiiiK ponh on
Bleeping porch, tine shade trees, cemodern
ment biock garage, good barn; com- Bouth Kdlth street $21. K0;
In
LmtiKalmv, glassed
Hloepiiiff ponh hard-wun- d
pletely furnished: 4th. ward.
floors on Bouth Walter street tlil.SO.
$2,300.

to 3 Points on Receipt of
News of Resumption
of
Long Delayed Hun Drive,
MOtNIN
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ward.
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HOHSES and RlKl lo J Maes Bprtngs; keap
rata. B. Oarcla, lilt North Arno.
FOR KENT Oentl driving bone and buggy; il.to tor I hours, Pood llll-J- ,

Underwood Typewriter
Style No. 4, In first class
Cheap.

THE ECONOMIST
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
iOIIN W. WILSON
.. Attorney
Room 11. IT and 11
Cromwell BiUdlaa
Phone 117$
KUDET
Attorney al 1
Suite I, Law Library Building
DENTISTS
Dst 1. M. KEAKT
Dental Rurgeoa
ftoom. I I, Barnett Building
Pka
Mad by Vail
Appointment
HOUKV

IW

..

BrrTcopp

Dentist

RoonjUS

Mellnl Building

IMIVSICIAlitS) AND SIIR5RON
W. T. Ml RPIIV, M.

l.

I'riK'tlre Limited to TulerrtiliMls Wright
hulldlne; opposite postofflce. office hours,
10 to 12 a, in . 9 to 3 p. m. l'hone, ol'fK
M7-residence J07-J- .
PH. MARUAKET
U. VAKTW'sUUMt
ChU- Practle Limited In Wosmi'i
dreo'a Wssasa
M M
. Central Phon
UJI
171. Albuqaeraaa
DltS. TI I a UAKKS
IVaetlc limited to Kye, Ear, Noaa
s
THROAT
Office Roura; 10 to 11; I to I
State National Bank Building
DR. SARAH rOKKSI
Practice Limited to Chlllre.
Office Room I and I, Wright Cld.
Fourth and Oold.
Hours I p.-to I p. m.
Residence Phone 1071.
Offlna Phon 111

tt

t

FOR SALE

rouTtry and ERgt
MALE S. C R. I. Hon.. l
i in state
llt
2.11
Slock, eggs, and chick. C p.
Hay,

vorth High.

PERSONAL,
LADY

"

ani

with csr will trlv
rates, l'hone SOS.

FOR SALE

parlies;

rooson- -

Automobiles.

FOR SALE (TiHlmers
t'Hirliin car. First-elan- s
comlttion. ITonifliler Dodge rondwter
and some cash. Apply after B p. m. fi'3
South Arno.
FOR HALE
lto,ulstc, in good coniittlou,
fully equipped, genuine bargain. Will scoop t Liberty Bonds. Ask for Moore, Phillip
tlaragr, 311 West Silver.

noucet.

FOR SALL

Nice home, furnlnhrfl and ft
Timfl nuvlnv hnalnoH
ti f(t( hnlf cucth
Runsrulnw, JtmrriRl off leu.
HAI.Khttiiso
Kolt
Modern
utul vnrnro. linr-na- n
furnlnlipd, Inrfrft pon-herfiili
k ulr. fillt 8nuth ITIfrh,
for
KOIt

KALIS

FOR SA1.E rive lar(rn riom mitdrrn brick
kiin.a ,lnsn In F.t - .. I a .fii.alak.
d. tf you wunt
real barguln, phone H18-Ji nn jtii neii, ciiBi.

CARPENTERING.
Fo fTATtrKNK ft "wVokY11wQjJjiCJDrp
Card dor, North First street.

TYPEWRITERS.
TYPEWRITERS
All makes, overhauled end
repaired. Ribbon for every machine. Al- buquerque Typwrlter Exchange. Phone 114
12
south SV,,rth,

MAIL 8TAMR
Phone call anywhere
nv time.
Lv. silver city 7 a.m.! ar. Mogollon 3 p.m.
Lv. Mogollon 7 a.m.; ar. Silver City 3 n m.
Best equipped auto livery In southwest.
BENNETT MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
Bllrer City. N. M.

TIM E CARDS.

ATCHISON, Torr.K

A
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO. Hi
818 WEST CENTRAL

"Wiot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

I'lIOXE SI 5.

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQ UKRQUE,

ATROCITIES

lira

NEEDED; THE "CARRY
ON" KIND ARE REQUIRED

FRENCH HOLIDAY

URED BY

Twenty-fiv-

CANADt All HERD

N. M.

WITH El (ERCISES

Children's Hands Hacked Off Next Celebration Will
World Victory, Says
With Dull Knives; Officer

HELLO!
WE HAVE A FRESH COW AT OUR STORES, and

Crucified; Women Outraged
This is Kultur.

the milk canners say it is good milk. It will sell at a
moderate price as long as thia large shipment lasts.
But for the next THREE days we name a "Get Acquainted" Price.
Large, tall cans, 10c; dozen $1.20.
Small cans, 5c; dozen, 55c.

Music

Be

for

McMil-le- n;

Tableau

and

Feature Program.

Following a band concert of French
Picture 'neath a
music
by the city band at Robinson
sun on a carnage-tor- n
hillside In
last
night, exercises were neiu
purk
France the ruined hut of a peaceful
of the fall of the bas- in
observance
farmer. Look within the door to see
national holiday.
tile.
the
French
Death roigning supreme.
Arms outV. S. Food License No.
loud applause the
stretched as though in protection of Judging from the audience
was ex
his loved ones, is the body of a man. sentiment of the
pressed by A. B. McMillen, the pnn
Gaze
distorted
terror
the
visage
upon
when
CRESCENT GROCERY
STORE
of a dead mother. Recoil at the sight clpal speaker of the occasion,
he said "The next holiday will be a
of
two
babes
snitted
upon
hayonejs.
RODERT .TONES
we will celc
nOMUKII. WARD
Crooning a death song alone in the world holiday in which world."
Cob and South Walter.
315 Marble Avenue,
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the
brate
victory
a
see
and
nerveless
world,
helpless
576
Flume
riiones
Charles F. Wade, chairman of the
d
grandmother, alive in
excity commission, presided at the
body but dead in reason.
ercises and following a brief address
For such Is German kultur.
In In opening the program, introduced
Picture a hospital somewhere
.France. Once 'twas a madhouse and Victor Malette. Mr. Mulette said that
even now it is such, for within Its America must not get the impression
walls are hundreds of beautiful French that France has lost her fighting spir
and Belgian girls marred by the red it or Is out of the fight but that
Af
plague, awaiting the coming of they France will fight on to the last.
know not what. Vacantly their eyes ter praising the French for the stund
stare Into a hopeless beyond. They they made at Verdun, he said:
TODAY ONLY
"At the time the battle of Verdun
shiver and writhe as though to throw
was fought we wanted the United
off arms grasping them from a horrible past. They muffle their cars to States in the war not because wa
close out the guttcrals of a
needed them to win, but because we
Repeating Yesterday's Program.
Hun.
wanted them, by their alliance to tell
For such is German kultur.
the world that ours was the cause
Picture a smiling country road in of justice, right and humanity. ToAdmission
Adults, 10c; Children, 5c Belgium,
now somber under the cloud day we think differently.
We want
PLUS WAR TAX
of war and torn by the devastating America with us not merely lending
heel of the Hun. In their bright moral and financial aid but shoulder
plaids a Highland company sweeps to shoulder with us in the trenche
the price
evekythixg high class
by. At the roadside, smiling In confighting the bloody fight for democfidence and waving their hands no, racy, and we want you there because
s
a collec we now believe we need you to end
waving their
tion of smiling babes. 'Twas but a this war.
ones
"We welcome you as deliverers and
of the Y. W. C. A. at the Chamber of few months before the little
soldiers great, saviors. Please don't interpret this to
Commerce building last night. Re- gathered to watch olive
of
JUST RECEIVED
hue,
beasts
heavy-face- d
green
that we are tired of the fight,
ports of committees were heard and all branded with the double eagle of mean
A fresh .shipment of Swiss Roor that we are wearied and sick at
in the
much
manifested
interest
men
these,
rather,
Chili,
(or,
death and
quefort, Limliergcr,
heart. France Is happy because
work.
ml Cream Cheese.
with Jack knives had hackAmerica Is with us. She knows It
Chief Gunner's Mate J. E. Dough- Germans),
no
Marmaother
n
knew
which
of
Jar
Try
Grape
brings peace, closer to a world sick
was In charge of ed off hands
who
a
for
time
erty,
a
home made;
save play.
lade, as good
at heart over the useless carnage of
the navy recruiting station here and artFor
such is German kultur.
war. You American heroes, in the
quart Jar, 60c.
who has been in San Francisco for
somewhere
Picture a shattered barn
Preserves, any fruit, quart
name of France, we thank you. God
some time, has been appointed a warthere.
kaiser-curseover
land
in that
Jnr, 40c.
receive your souls."
rant gunner, according to information The
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smell of death permeates
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received here yesterday.
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belief in the divine right of kings
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home of Mrs. James Dearing, 617 his lecture to men only atauditorium
prevalent in England and France
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they will go to San Diego to visit their COAL MINER KILLED BY
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of losing the privilege of 4
slbly
daughter, Mrs. D. R. Lane.
will be
a".v lights or perhaps a more sc.
CAR;B0DY BROUGHT HERE during the hot weather. It
Edgar G. Cartwright, arrived yes-lMis
continued only througn juiy
terday morning from Vera Cruz,
The rubrur provides ngainjt
Mexico, to spend a few days with his
James Heatherlngton, a coal miner sunt. Golden Rule. is me ... .,
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v M.. who was fatally in
uf Mnrii-M- .
which
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fore going to Berkeley, Calif.
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Jured when he was run over by a coal
with emMr. and Mrs. 8. H. Seth and daughdied on a has found favor, especially east. The
car
afternoon,
yesterday
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ter, Miss Eva Seth, left last night for train while en route to a nuspuai ployers of women,
fit for
southern California, where they will hero last nlirht. The bodv wag taken employes are found to be more
visit Mr. Scth's brother. Miss Eva to Strong Brothers' morgue to be the several hours rest and recreation
the
and evey employer who has tried sucSeth intends to enter the Heald's bus- rtrpnured for burial.
decided
a
It
has
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iness college at Los Angeles.
All Walk - Over low
Littio is known of the accident plan
Twenty members were present at here.
wife came cess.
Heatherington's
cut shoes on sale
a
a meeting of the board of directors here with the body. Funeral arrange
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COOL AS THE MOUNTAINS

tor truck drivers, of Hie caliber
tbul van "carry on" under any
and all conditions and circumstances capable resourceful fellows must come
from the
mountain division of the Red
Cross.

Kmiicwhcro in Wyoming,
I'tah, New Mexico and Colorado
are tluit number of chaps of the
reqiiMto
qualities.
Cluiptem
throughout the division must
find tlieiu, for they are nmled
immediately for overscan service.
Tbla service will lie attached
by the Rockwell motor unit, a
crack organization now in the
course of formation by Foster
Rockwell, head of the American
Red Cross canteen service, who
is in England. Mr. Rockwell has
sent to the mountain division a
requisition for this luimlsr of
western
bus, to

complete his organization.
The members of this crack
unit will not have bomb-proo- f
Jobs. Tliey will be put to a severe test. They will, in numerous Instances, ho thrown upon
their own resources and must be
Ingenious enough to extricate
themselves, for they will not
have an officer to tell tlicni
what to do. They must lie able
to
take
their
charge, and cargo, hundreds of
miles, sometimes.
They must
know how to make any and all
repairs. Each must be a competent driver. The Rockwell Ikjjs
will not park or stable their caiu
at night, so Unit some other fellow can overluiiil, repair and
the fuel supply in their
ranks.
Come on, you and you ami you
Hie Red Cross and your country
need you. You can be of more
service over there than here.
Step up join.
Full particulars ns to qualifications can be obtuined at the
nearest Red Cross organization.
No men of draft ago, Unless
previously disqualified for milk iii'u
service, will lie accepted. The
pay Is Site a month but never
mind tho pay vou are not Joining for the pay that's In It.

GOLDWYN PRESENTS
The Girl With the Gorgeous Smile

MADGE KENNEDY
"The Fair Pretender"
IN

By Florence E. Bolles, the romance of a beautiful young
Widow Who Never Had a Husband.
Also a Screaming

Two-Re-

Keystone Comedy

el

"THE SULTAN'S WIFE"
TIME OF SHOWS

1

Matinee 1 to 6
Night 6 to 11

:0I, 2:;tO, 4:00, 5:80, 7:00,

peace-lovin-

Gil-lio-

trench-battere-

NO RA,SE ,N pRIC

Children, 5c; Adults, 10c
Children 10c; Adults, 15c
Coming Thursday Only

--

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
IN

"THE MATRIMANIAC"

THEATER

B

TODAY and TOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

WE SHOW ALL OF THE PARAMOUNT
PRODUCTIONS

J. Stuart Blackton
Master of Screencraf t Presents

"THE

WORLD

U. N. M. PROFESSORS

WILL SPEAK TONIGHT!
The third number in the summer
course of lecturo programs will bo
given in Rodey hall at tho University
of New Mexico at 8:15 o'clock tonight.
Professors Benito Frances and W. L.
Ray will divide the hour between
them, giving their personal Impress-Ion- s
of Belgium and Germany befoie
tho war. Professor Frances lived
seven years in Belgium, and Professor
Ray took a graduate course In the
University of Berlin. A short musical
program will also be given. The public is Invited.
W. ft. i.
B. M. WILLIAMS

Dentist
Rooms 1 and 2. Whiting Building
Phone No. 681.
Corner Second and Gold.
--

,j

San-rim- ul

TLIiG

't

pt

.

i".

MEN'SORFORDS

at

ments have not been made.
w. 8. n.

HAULS

ANYTHING

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 567
FREE CALL AND DELIVER?
OLD STAND
W. B. 8- -

Don't neglect the
Cross CM, Jofe

"Two-Bit-

"

W. 8.

AND ART CRAFT

FOR
SALE"
I'KO.M

BOOK
f
I

1

If

,7;5

4

nunc, ri..'uiyiL...L.i
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MJt

PMMl

The

World

THE WONDERFUL
OF Kill GILBERT
PARKER.

.

lbm

"Current Events"

TSsSsP

See the World.

8.- -

MEN'S DRESS

EYES

SHIRTS
Extra good values
worth $1.50 and $1.75
Sale price $1.15. E. L.
Washburn Co.
W. 8. B.

Red

Don't neglect the "Two-mt- "
Join today.

Cross Club.

$1
suitTcleaned,
Four suits pressed $1.25.

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
Dellverr. rnnne ami.

W. w. 8.
ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE
Two large cars at your service, day
and night Cheap rates by the hour.
PHONE 414.

WANTED

FITTED

Experienced man to take charge
of cotton goods and linen depart
nient In city. Apply PoslolTIco Box
209, City.

RIGHT
DR. KING.

SPECIALIST

WANTED.

Will be In his office Tlmrsduy, Friday, Saturday and Sunday this week.
0B
West Central Avenue. Phone
685 for Appointments.

Fifteen young men for
buglers for Railway Regiment. Apply

LOUIS C. GIELITZ

FRED K.ELLIS,

MERCHANT TAILOR
I a dies' and Gentlemen's Suits
Made to Order
107 SOUTH FOURTH
Third door north of Postofflce.

210 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

a.

---

BATCH

10:00

8:0,

four-wheel-

u-

SPRINGER

till

TODAY AND TOMORROW

e,

Tur-Het-

m "

.

MOTOR TRUCK DRIVERS

CITY OBSERVES

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

16, 1918.

Red

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Coo
roy and San Jose Market; 600 down.

JoiiTe ?'Two-Bit-

"

Red Cross "club. You are

substantial

saving

to

you. Come in and see. E.
L. Washburn Co.
YO U R

JHXiSgBY

TONS

Is Motorized by Hcnry'a Delivery.

Livery and saddle
Red Barn.

horse. Trimble's

BinloVousTliooMS
819

2

South Eirst. Phone 221.

Persona who wuui u cuuw or take
oat memberships In the Red Cross
do so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson Jk Co., Grlmshaw's
or Mrs. H. B. Ferguson, or by phoning

in

the chairman of the Membership
mittee. No. lSSt--

I

tor

service

GRIMSHAW'S

To Replace That Broken Window
Glaas.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
423 N. First.
Phone 421.

Second and Central
"Grlmshaw Wants to See Ton"

HAY FEVER

com-

Its alleviation and

ours, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 055. Residence, S35

FOR RENT
House

Modern

Furniture For Sale

FOR QUICK SERVICE
222 West Copper.
Phone 501.
Orders taken

unocoiaie Miop (.nocoiaiea

Let Us Send a Man

Bryant's Delivery
W. S. S.

CALL MORNINGS.
823 South Third

flags.

Women of American Army. 22S West
Gold Avenue.

Payyour&

"Two-Bit- "

Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect. w. S.

USED CAR SALE

WANTED
Man and wife to help on dairy

ranch; if competent can take
charge. Splendid opiHirtiinlty.
J. S. BERKEV, Bcleu, N. M.

ALONSO

31H WEST CENTRAL
Phone 831 W.
--

6 -- passenger

$100

Touring,

927S

7-

pasaenger

One Overland Touring

FARM LABORERS
WANTED
Many

Good
Propositions
Open Now. See

MORNING

Alpha Chi Omega iii, set with
pearls,, tn park. Reward for return. Girls' Dormitory, University.
PHONE 801.

JOURNAL

Gallup Lump
CerrUlos Lump

Cdfei la). I!)
It'". . .

Touring

Overland

Roadster. .. .$150
8ne Overland
Bulck
Touring,

T T

Ijl

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

OFFICE

1

Phone 710.

Coke,

Kill

D
513-51-

sfVeftl afV(JctI VtUsi

PHONE

J

-

$950

$250.00

passenger

Are

11111

6-

S400
One Ford Touring
One Dodge Touring
$250
BARGAINS
AMONG
MANY
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER

Farm Labor Agent

LOST

Yon Slay

List

Find Just What You Want.
One Overland

Journal wants bring results,
MARRON

the

Look Over

One

fc.

DR.

The Real Hoover Candy ?

5

W.

CO.
Central.

Gallup Store
Cerrlllos Store

$1- -4

f
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
Cord
Nsttre
Wood,
Wood,
Wood, Factory
KlndUg, Lime.

i

